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ABSTRACT

This work constitutes the thesis component of a Master of Science degree in

Mechanica{lndustrial Engineering on the topic of the development of an integration

model for advanced manufacturing in Canada and was ca¡ried out during the period of

April, 1987 to April, 1988.

Data collected and proposals put forward refe¡ to the machinery and

metalworking industries across Canada. Closely related manufacturing sectors include

the automotive, aerospace, farm equipment, machine shops, metal fabricators, and tool

and die makers, among others. The range of industries under study represents

approximately 507o of users of automation in Ontario today. This represents 707o of øJl

such industries in Canada according to the Ontario Ministry of Industry, Trade and

Technology (24).

1.

The scope of this thesis covers the following objectives:

to develop a model of the sequential steps that have been followed by

manufacture¡s in the Canadian manufacturing sector during their

inroduction of advanced manufacturing syster¡s (AMS);

to outline the future steps being proposed by that same group of

manufacnrers;

to analyze and discuss the utilization of manufacturing systems applications

to daæ in C¿nada

to develop a logical model of such integration in line with the needs of small

Canadian manufacturers based on present day literature and available

manufacturing technologies, drawing on available indusrial experiences;

to document cu:rent factory floor utilization of microcomputer applications

within the C¿nadian manufactu¡i¡g population under study;

to deveþ a model of factory floor miøocomputer ad¿ptation paralleling the

logical integration model;

2.

4,

5.

6,
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to discuss the trânsfer of technology relating to various levels of the

manufacturing organization;

to assess fufther areas of research into the continuing evolution, and more

effective introduction of tomorrow's advanced manufacturing systems into

Canadian industries.

Results of the Canada-wide survey of machinery and metalworking
(M!V&M) indusries indicated that large manufacturen are clearly the more experienced

users of automation. A di¡ect correlation between the size of each frm (small, medium

and large based on the numbers of employees), and the number of introductions into

advanced manufacturing was found, revealing the following results:

7.

8.

7a of Suwey

Respondents

387o

277o

3SVo

Size of Firm

Small Manufacturer (1-75 employees)

Medium Manufacturer (76400 employees)

Large Manufacturer (401-+employees)

Number of
[¡troductions

1-4

5-8

8-+

From the figures shown above, the small manufacturing group made up the

largest percentage of survey respondents, 387o of 75, while infoducing the lowest

number of advanced manufactu¡ing technologies. It is, however, encouraging to see a

high activity of technological application by small manufacturers in Canada today. The

futu¡e of Canadian manufacturing needs a strong presence of new technologies among

all sizes of firms to remain competitive. The larger plants of today are scaling down

production operations concentrating more on the assembly of the final end-product,

which is placing the onus on smaller plants who are receiving an increæe in subcontract

work. Smaller manufacturers will need to increase parr quality and the flexibility of
ttreir production facilties in order to stay abreast of a new manufacturing era"

Other impotant results of the suwey included:

A decreasing rate of computer-assisted infonnation handling applications

from large to small-sized respondents;

Early inroduction of NC/CNC machinery by all sizes of manufacturers;

Lack of fundamental gorup technology concept and ba¡ code technology
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within the samFle population;

Reduction in the gap between automated information and part handling

applications in the smaller manufacturers category;

- Lack of integration between automated information and part handling tasks;

- Domination of ¡obotics and material handling applications by the large

manufacturers of the survey respondents.

A logical approach to integrated manufacturing proposed in this thesis follows a

building block sequential approach to new int¡oductions of technology. Each

int¡oduction builds upon the previous one providing the educational skills, and cost

savings necessary to implement the next attribute of advanced manufacruring. A logical

approach to achieving systems integration spreads out the costs of new technologies,

assisting the small manufactu¡er to adopt new methods of operating cost-effectively. A

step by step sequence of new technological introductions allows for system

requirements to arise logically instead of being forced upon the organization. Each

system requirement can be controlled and monitored over a period of time,

documenting the impact on personnel, productivity, quality, and market

competitiveness.

The sequence of applications taken by all the survey's respondents did not

suggest a clear reason for the order of each new inroduction. By definition of each

technology outlined in the survey, the sequential order of application by Canada's

MW&M indusry manufacturers did not follow a logical approach.

The Logical Model to Integrated Manufacturing proposed in this thesis places the

emphasis on autornated information handling (e.g. computer-aided design, computer-

aided process planning, etc.) fust before that of factory automation, or automated part

handling. This approach assists in establishing a framework of structured databases ar

the management level, first which factory automation can eventually utilize to produce

more efficiently. The step-by-step approach to systems integration assists

communication between both computer-aided applications and the people that work

around new wo¡kcentres. Proper communication links between new computer

databases, and throughout organizational departments will have an important role in

tomorow's manufacturing successes.
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1

CHAPTERl: I¡LTRODUOII0N

1.1 Inteer¡ted-Maru&cludng
In m effort to produce a low cost, high quality product within competitive

ma¡kets on a regional or intemational level, manufacture¡s must fully comprehend the

variety of applications associated with today's computer-assisted manufacturing

operations.

The technology leading to higher productivity, greater product quality and

customer service, lower manufacturing costs, and increased flexibility is avaiiable, but

our postulate is that it is not only the technology itself, but the management of system

implementation that will ultimately spell success. It is becoming more and mo¡e

recognized as new manufacturing related technologies and concepts evolve, that great

importance must now be put on the appropriate sequence of technology

implementations. This aspect of advanced manufacturing is what this thesis sets out to

accomplish.

Effective integration involves laying the foundation of computer-based

technology so that each new technological step provides the tools necessary to

accomplish the next step. Education, physical and/or conceptual relationships,

allocated capital, coupled with human and technical expertise define the necessary

managerial and financial attitudes that affect the successful transfer of technology into

the workplace.

A well designed building block approach to factory system integration will

have significant effects on education for, and application of new technologies and

concepts. Ideally, technology transfer begins by correctly informing, and gaining

support from the corporate decision level, followed by engineering staffs, and by

factory floor supervisors and operators. Importance must be given to educating people

in all a¡eas of the organization so that everyone understands what is taking place, and is

working towards cornmon goals without fears of the unknown.



It is our belief that all types of manufacturers may progress into advanced

manufacturing technologies if they follow an "integrated manufacturing" approach.

This is different from the introduction of so-called flexible manufacturing systems

(FMS) that have been heralded in recent times as the solution to Nonh American

manufacturing competitiveness (39). FMS applications may be suitable for larger

producers, but not for the typical smaller manufâcturers. Although sequential steps

towards factory automation may eventually evolve into FMS-type applications, their

organized integration aids effective introduction of technologies by spreading out up-

front capital costs over a period of time, while reducing the leaming cuwe effect of new

technologies.

Canada's rate of adoption of advanced manufacturing systems (AMS) has

been slow. The process of system integration represents the key to unlocking the

application of available manufacturing technologies. It is hoped that this thesis may

contribute to a better undersønding of systems integration. As the maturity of

computer-aided information handling surpasses that of factory-floor part handling,

Canada's manufacturers a¡e faced with new challenges in choosing proper steps to

follow into uncharted technological waters. Exhibit I defines the various special

technologies that make up the Advanced Manufacturing System (AMS).

L.2 The Compuúer Ape

The main component of modern AMS is the digital computer. From the

days of the large mainframe computer used in the early 1960's by manufacturers to

process corporate-level data, evolved a fast, and cost effective means of acquiring,

transmitting and manipulating data right on the factory floor. With increasing

performance capabilities, coupled with decreasing costs, the microcomputer responds

to the demand for application to the manufacturing worþlace where real-time data is a

must to ensure that quick action be taken on matters ranging from machine brcakdown,

work-in-process bottlenecks, to engineering change orders and part deviations.
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EXHIBIT 1

Glossary of Related Technologies

Advance¡LLlanrrfacturing Sy s te rn-(AMS-)

A generic title which covers a variety of technologies and applications which

have experienced an advance in their state-of-the-an. The study has covered a wide

variety of both information and pan handling technologies and corresponding computer

applications. The heralded FMS (Flexible Manufacturing System) was not included

because of its inappropriateness to a large proportion of Canadian MW&M

manufacnr¡ers due to an FMSS degree of advanced system integration.

Comnuter.Aided Design (CAD)

Encompassing computer ha¡dware, softwa¡e programs and peripherals

applied to design and drafting activities. Other applications performed on a CAD

include facilities plarning and graphical simulation of plant layouts.

A computer database of shop floor operations generated from engineering

drawings and factory operational capabilities (i.e. machinery, manpower, tooling).

Process planning encompasses operational methods, time standards, routings, and all

tooling/fîxturing required to complete a process. Establishing a computer database of

process plans i¡creases the information flow betweeen the shop floor, producrion

contol, and engineering so that desigry'process changes, job scheduling and manpower

levelling can be easily accessible to all when needed. A CAPP database also generates

a structu¡ed format for printout of shop floor work orders ensuring factory operator

interpretation on shop floor organization,

Materials Reauirement Planning IMRPI

MRP is a production control concept that integrates master production

scheduling, inventory control and bills of materials into one operational system.

Computerizing the MRP function helps generaæ quicker production transactions, while

effectively managing the dynamics of the data incoming and outgoing.
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EXHIBIT L (Contrd)

Cror¡n--Tech¡oloey-iqlì
Group Technology takes process planning one step further, linking the

parameters of an operation with the shop floor workcent¡e. The concept uses

similarities in operations, manpower, machinery, time standards, tooling, storage

locations and raw materials to formulate part families of similar operationa-l attributes.

Extending group technology to the shop floo¡ combines cells of machinery dedicated to

processing certain part families. The conceptual phase of GT occurs at the process

planning stage while execution of GT takes place with the formation of factory floor

workcentres and material flow routings.

Bar Code Technologv

A data acquisition tool enabling real-time monitoring of work-in-process,

inventory and tooling. Parts and tools are ma¡ked with bar code identification made up

of characters representative of Group Technology part families. By integrating with a

ba¡ code ¡eader (penJike wand, laser gun), part and tools can be easily identifred by a

pass over the ba¡ code tab (or by aiming the gun at the bar code), downloading the

information directly into a local compute¡ fo¡ access by information management

systems.

ComDlrter-Aided Manufacturing

Integrating with computer-aided-design (CAD) on the factory floor using

computer parVtool programs to communicate with NC machinery and robots for
production processing.

NC Machinerv

Numerically controlled machinery (mi s, Iathes, drills, edm's, laser cutters,

etc.) automatically processes materialsþars via machine tool pan programming through

data links between the machine's processor and CAD/CAM computer workstations.

Human input is still needed at NC stations to monitor incoming part quality, toolwear,

coolant flow, programming problems, tool loading/unloading and part

loading/unloading.
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EXHIBIT I (Cont'd)

Automated Guided Vehiclc-lAG Vì

A computer conmlled vchicle used for the transport of work'in-process

(WP) th¡ough the factory enviro nenL The plaÉorm that makes up the top side of an

ACV is utilized for carrying part palles,.tooling and materials to c¡itical workcentres

nee.ded for processirg. AGV's represent a flexible and concise method of transporting

WIP throughout the factory.

Robots

Reprogrammable linkage of pneumatically, hlraul ica11y or electrically

d¡iven multifuncrional manipulators used to handle, load/unload, monitor, assemble

and process parts and tools with a high level of consistency'

Automated Stora ge/Ret rieval System (AS/RS)

A generally large warehousing system containing a computer-controlled

stacker irane used to input a¡d rerieve stored parts, tools/fixruring and materials

located in pre-defined storage bins a.ll joined together.

Fl e xibl e

A commonly applied term used to describe manufacturing equipment and

endre systems, i.e. Flexible Manufacnring Cell.

Manufacturing flexibiliry allows efficient runs of small paft lot sizes over a

period of time as product life cycles decrease with changing ma¡kets. Building

flexibility in to a manufacturing business allows quicker changeover times and lower

costs associated with changes in ma¡kes'

Com ou ter-Integra led Manufacturiñg

An all-encompassing term used to describe the total integration of computer-

assistance and communicafions from the top levels of a business down lo the shop

floor.
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Larger mainframe computers do still play an important role in the

manufacturing infrastructu¡e, but mainly as database managers, for corporate

infomration (37). The smaller producer entering the computer age can now easily start

with a powerful rnicrocomputer and graduate to mini and mainf¡ame computers if
inc¡eases in data manipulation, storage and processing activity warrant it. Enormous

increases in a micrcomputer's dataprocessing and memory storage capabilities allow the

smaller manufacnuer to cost-effectively initialize efficient data management. The ¡ole

of microcomputers must run in parallel with the introductions of automated hardware

and support softwa¡e at the shop floor level if full advantage of the new technology is

to be taken. Their inroduction on the factory floor allows for real-time operational data

to be accessed locally and sent upwards into larger data management systems in the

office,

All aspects of manufacturing possess a common thread: the necessity to

acquire, manipulate, transmit, and sto¡e information or data, peninent to the operating

environmént. The ¡ole of computers is essential to each and every Canadian

manufacture¡, be it a microcomputer able to handle a small firm's financial and sales

needs, or a structured network of computers linking the factory to the top level of the

corporation.

I .3 Modularitv and ÄnproDriateness: A Kev Issue

Two important considerations of the application of advanced manufa*uring

systems are: modularity and appropriateness. By modularity we mean that new

technologies be inroduced in a step-wise manne¡ that leaves open the option of easy

addition of capacity and perfonnance at a later time so as to reduce process intemrptions

and re-leaming, and to allow for a cost-effective increase in the productivity of existing

systems.

The microcomputer iepresents an excellent tool for achieving system

modularity. As the introduction of applications demanding the attention of the

miøocomputer's real-time processing and communications abilities a¡e recognized on
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the factory floor, additional micros can easily be added to the support mechanism for a

variety of information and part handling tasks.

By appropriateness we commonly describe how suitable a technology is to a

manufacturer's operations. To illustrate this point, a small manufacturer operating on a

cont¡act basis with continually changing products, seeks a solution to shop floor

production problems. The group technology concept to factory integration which is

based on the formation of similar groupings of part configurations and processes

coupled with the physical gouping of workcells on the shop floor is considered.

Because of physical constraints imposed by the firm's ever-changing product runs,

group technology would not,by definition, be an appropriate solution for this

manufacturing environment. The high up-front costs of an Automated

Storage/Retrieval System, or plant-wide Automaæd Guided Vehicle System would put

in question their suitability to producers operating with low volumes of stored and

Eansported materials, and manufactured paru.

I .4 Literature Review

When attempting to formulate a sr¡rvey representative of an a¡ea of interest

to be studied, it is beneficial to have results of previous suweys and studies available to

draw upon for comparisons,

To date, suweys and studies published with respect to Canada's utilization

of Advanced Manufacturing Technologies (AMT's) have centered mainly on our

country's lack of their application compared to other industrialized countries (Japan,

USA, West Germany, Sweden, United Kingdom). Problems restricting the

implementaiton of AMTechnologies are commented on, but no clea¡ resolutions have

been proposed (27). Most publications reviewed, both provincial and federal

government sponsored, as well as foreign organizations seem to agtee that the greatest

stumbling block between available technologies and their successful application lies not

in the technologies themselves, but in the process of thei¡ system integration.

Like most new system technologies, development and eventual introduction
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of an Advanced Manufacnring System is an evolutionary process, and the sequence of

steps ta-ken towards the desi¡ed goal of integrated manufacturing demands attention so

that the evolution does not stop. It is time that studies carried out by governments and

resea¡ch centres focus on how to correct Canadars seeming lack of AMS prowess, and

spend less time on the number of successes of AMS applications abroad. Admiaedly,

the srategies taken by foreign countries such as Japan and Sweden in anaining highly

competitive manufacturing levels can serve as teaching blocks for our own

manufacturers, but at the same time publicizing Canada's lack of technology motivation

reduces the morale and character of our manufacturing organizations. Emphasizing

successes abroad by the large users of AMS applications tends to leave the smaller-

sized manufacturer discouraged and resigned to fighting fires on the shop floor instead

of planning out long term survival through integration of computer-aided

manufacturing. The problem is not in how much it costs to start investing in new

technologies, but in what it will eventually cost by not stepping into the uncharted

waters of CAD/CAM, NC, Robotics, and Group Technology (6). That first step will
play a large ¡ole in the eventual system integration. Developing a logical model of
integrated manufacturing may help guide the small producer through the transfe¡ of
applicable æchnology into his ofñce and factory.

1.4.1 The Role of Government in Technology

Highlighting the efforts of foreign governments' effo¡rs ro ease the transfer

of technology into the private sector provides Canada with formative ideas regarding a

national straægy for adopting AMS technologies. Articles have indicated that due to the

relatively small size of Canada's manufacturing sector, as compared to Japan, U.S.A.

and Sweden, ¡s¡ e¡amFle, Canada should direct attentions to the application of

available technologies, and not so much to research and development of new

technologies (Yl), T\e University of Manitoba Industrial Engineering Program in

panicular has shown indusry the methods of AMS application and integration on the

shop floor through flexible manufacturing cells combining facets of CNC machinery,

robotics, vision systems, material handling, storage retrieval, and CAD/CAM into a

scaled-down manufacturing cell. It is important that universities play a key role in
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tomorrow's adoption ofnew technologies by the malufacturing sector. Positive signs

are seen all across the country in the development of dedicated centres of advanced

technology, networks of research, and learning forums sharing innovative ideas

between the academic setting and private industry.

To date, no real strategic plan has been adopted by the Canadian

Government concerning future competitive manufacturing via computer-assisted

applications. Recent initiatives indicate $1.3 billion being injected into the development

of new centres of knowledge across Canada for the purpose of developing new

technologies. Such programs must be maintained and upgraded as ma¡ket conditions

demand and should not be allowed to fall into neglect as federal governments and

political objectives change.

The governments of the rujor countries involved in R&D and application of

new manufactu¡ing techniques have developed different routes of assistance (24). The

majority of measures and programs have been directed towa¡ds fumishing suppon

funding for specific technology developments and applications. Japan is the only

country that has used tax incentives to promote utilization of a specific technology

(Robotics) (27).

Sweden, with a manufacruring base similar in size to that of Canada, has

sructured industry to allow amalgamation of companies to create larger fïms capable

of adopting AMS attributes quicker. Consolidation of capital and expertise has helped

in very successfirlly transferring new technologies into Swedish industry.

Srategies adopæd to-date include:

funding of scientifïc and technical personnel to wo¡k with small and

medium sized companies (West Germany).

funding of FMS demonstration systems in small and medium sized

companies who are exp€cted to share experiences (West Germany).

favourable financing terms for leasing ofrobots (Japan).
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- promotion ofjoint country research (Europe).

- funding of information networks to stimulate contact between industry and

universities (lVest Germany).

It is up to Canadian govemments and universities to work hand in hand

with local industry and stimulate innovative thinking and aiding application of suitable

technologies. New centres of expertise established by academic institutions,

governments, and industry must pursue system integration in a building block fashion

showing the manufacturer how each step of automation will promote higher

productivity, quality and the irnovation of intellectual assets amongst their pe$onnel.

Govemments are in the position of reducing the cost of information transfer

and improving the timeliness of integration. Many of the available studies focusing on

the transfer of technology into Canada's manufacturing sector firmly state that:

- lack of management awareness

- lack of employee training

- lack of up-front capiul

all represent key roadblocks to the introduction of new technologies. "The biggest

barrie¡s to automation a¡e identified as inadequate management awareness, insufficient

operator uaining and financial consraints" (6). lnterviews conducted with very small

and large MW&M sector manage¡s as preliminary ¡esearch to this thesis revealed no

real problem with inadequate managment ar,vareness regarding new technologies.

Sorne managers felt that some applications did not apply to their individual operations.

For example: a large aerospace manufacturer operating primarily on a conEact basis

with continual changing product families felt group technology could not provide a

fundamental li¡k between their management infoñnation handling systems and shop

floor part handling. In another situation, a medium sized farm implement producer was

considering an automated storage/rctrieval system, but could notjustify the high costs

of a full-blown system. Not all aspects of new manufactruing technologies are for
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everyone because of one reason or another, but greater understanding of each

application and its relationship with other technologies will ensure that knowledgeable

decisions are made along the road to integration.

L,4 .2 Industry Publications

Review of journals, conference proceedings and industry publications on a

world-wide scale has provided an insight into the developments taking place today in

related AM Technologies. To gail a better understanding of the theories and

practicality behi¡d each application, a necessary research of up-to-date literature was

required. As computer-related technologies advance at a quick pace, curent

documentation is needed for a greater insight to the concept of integrated

manufacturing. Utilizing the computer itself to tap potential topical material from

around the world allowed us to gather much relevant information. Success stories of

industry adopting a variery of new technologies at the management and factory levels

helped provide practical examples for this thesis.

Industry profiles of large, capital intensive, automated systems, in the past,

have been limited to only the very large manufacturers (Ford, General Motors,

Chrysler, IBM, Westinghouse, etc.). Such systems were predominantly global to the

factory and office including flexible manufacnring systems, automated assembly lines

and large CADiCAM mainframe-based workcentres (36). With the declining costs and

increasing performance of the microcomputer, new doors are being opened for the

smaller manufactuer in areas of management-information systems, CAD/CAM, CAPP,

GT and local factory data centres. Research efforts must now concentrate on how

suitable technologies can be successfully adopted by the large sector of Canada's small

manufacturers struggling under new global economies dominated by oveneas ma¡kets.

Canadian manufacturers must frst b€gin to consider themselves worthy of

new technology, and possessing the participative skills required to phase in new

technologies. It is time that managers step away from the daily fìre-fighting and begin

the planning process towards a logical framework to integrated manufacturing.

Without concentrated efforts by industries, governments, universities and industry
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consuitants to resolve the problem of system integration, many Canadian manufacnìrers

will go on dousing the flames of a problematic production environment, without regard

to needed long term information and part processing mastery, thus eventually leading to

thei¡ demise.

1.5 Practical Exnerience

Industry experience in the Canadian MW&M manufacturing sector yields

first hand data regarding available technology's role in the workplace. Each

organization has its individual ways of managing people and new technology.

Witnessing the operation of an AMS application process from a technical and

humanistic standpoint generates ideas regarding how one should plan for a given

technology, and how it should be executed and maintained to make certain of

successful technology transfer. Decision-making at the top ranks of organizations

inevitably dictates if, or how automation is going to play a role in attaining corporate

objectives. People and technology must interact together. Many emotional barriers a¡e

created when changes (new technologies) are encountered, and the study of how firms

manage this change is a prerequisite to the development of practical models for the

introduction of new technologies (8).

I .6 Database Formation

In order for us to establish a model of Canada's utilization of AMS

applications, and the sequence of steps that were taken in their in[oduction, two

distinct and original resorrce bases were established and used to create our unique

database. In addition, a review of available topical studies and literature was made.

These two databases were based on:

(1) mailing of 1000 surveys to companies in those manufacturing indusries

known to have inEoduced one o¡ more of the following technologies: NC

machinery, robotics, CAO76¡v1 installations, and coordinate measuring

machines. The 1987 Macf,ean Hunter Machinery and Metalworking

Census of Canada's utilization of the above mentioned AMS technologies
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was also used (40). This provided a rich listing of Canadian manufactu¡e¡s

who have already uken steps into AMS technologies.

(2) Pe¡sonal interviews, and plant tou¡s. These consisted of 9 interviews and

plant tours with manufacturers operating in a variety of manufacturing

industries. The nine manufacturers represented industries in aetospace,

farm implement and tractor, emergency vehicles, industrial fans and pumps,

and air-flow products sectors. The size of firms (ranging from 25 to 2000

employees), combined with the variety of manufacturing industries

evaluated, helped us to gain an inside look into the strategies being followed

in the introduction of AMS technologies by a broad base of Canadian

manufacn¡rers.

The following two chapters outline these two unique sources of
infonnation.
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CHAPÏER 2:

11

DEVELOPÙIENT OF THE SURVEY

Since surveys are traditionally dismissed with a "who has time for it"

attitude by the targeted respondents, the University of Manitoba Industrial Engineering

Advanced Manufacturing Systems suwey was developed in a very simplistic fashion so

as to ensure ease of completion, but was kept innovative in concept in order to raise

i¡terest. Exhibit 2 disptays the three pages making up the ,u*ey -à the 
"overing 

lener

used to outline the purpose of the survey and attempts to instill a feeling of importance

in each recipient regarding their role in tomorrow's competitive manufacturing.

Emphasis was put on ensuring that specific questions were not asked concerning the

success rate of various technology applications nor their impact on profits so as not to

bias the number of respondents.

Section f oflhe Summarv: Hardrpare Stens Taken Towards

Inteprated Manufacturing

The fust section of the suwey: Ha¡dware Steos Taken Towa¡ds Integrated

Manufacturing, was designed to determine the time frame and sequential order of AMS

applications throughout the organization suitable to the machinery and metalworking

industries. The 1000 manufactu¡en contacted were known to have made at least one

formal inroduction of automation at the manufacturing level. This ensu¡ed that all

potential respondents fell within the area of our interest.

The section dealing with present and future technology applications as

indicated in Exhibit 2, develops a step-by-step model of available technology

introductions already taken by Canadian manufacturers to date, while also indicating

long term smtegies being considered by experienced as well as inexperienced users of

automation. ln a climate of changing maÍkets, higher demands of quality by the

consumer, and rising material costs, a manufacturer must attempt to lay down in

advance the groundwork for a highly flexible, low cosr operation maintaining built-in

product quality. Smart i¡vestments of applicable automation inroduced step-by-step

starting from management and extending through to the factory will have a large impact
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I IIDUSÏRIAL ENGINIERI IIG PROGRÁfl

AOVAIICTD MNUFACTUR¡NG SYSTEHS

SURl/TY

fol lowing questionnaire is broken up into four sections;
Hardware Applications taken towards ¡ntegrated Hanufacturing
Role of Microcomputer at the Factory Floor Level
Technol ogy Tran s fer
Effects of Technol ogy Implementation

PART I. STEPS TAKTII TOI,IARDS

PRESTNT OPERATIONS

ORDER OF YEAR
INTRODUClION INTRODUCED

IHTEGRATEO MIIUFACTURI NG

FUTURE PLÀqS

PROPOSED OROTR TIMEFRAI1E
OF I ITIPLEMEIITATI ON I.2YrS. 3-6YrS,

Computer System/ Fi n¿nc i a I
0atabase/¡|anagenent Information
System
Departrnental lli crocompu ters

Conputer-Aided Eng i neeri ng
l) Process Pl ann i ng

- 

2) Hateriôìs Requirement Pìanning

- 

3) other _
CNC/I{C Hacñ-fiãFlFõrãlions ¡ 

-l) ilills

- 

2) Driìls

- 

3) Là thes

- 

4) other
AutonatedSî-orìjrJ-Ieäìevat-Vst-e'
Robotics Appl i catl ons
¡) Håteria¡ Handì i ng

- 

2) Qual itv control

- 

3) Assembly

- 

4) Fa bri cati on

- 

5) Painti ng

- 

6) other 

-

tlorkceì I cõñllõ¡n¡ms ¡-;¡E'¡¡-
l) -Tèn rechnõlogy

- 

2) Group Techno I ogy

- 

3) Part Faaf I I es

Control
Corûnunications Hetg,ork

Bar Codlno l) In-Process Control- 2i t{arehouslng/lnventory

l) Factory Leveì

- 

2l office Leve I
Automâted Central !'lateri ð I s Handling
Svsten l)' ÀGV

2l Convevor Svs tem.:-.-.-
4) 0ther

Au toma teá Qua I i ty{on t r-õFÃõFfTIc a t r' on s 

-
l) Coordinate Heasuring Hachine

- 

2') visjon systems
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3) Tôct i le Sensors
4 ) 0ther
sensor App I ications/Specify _
ffis

PART I I,

PRTSET{T OPERATIOI{S

ORDER OF YEAR

INTRODUCTIOII IIITRODUCED

PART III.

ROLE OF HICROCOHPUTER AT THE FACTORY FLOOR LTVEL

Part Prograrmi ng CNC

Cel I Controì ler/Hachînes ' Robots
etc.
on-Time Schedul ing, Part Routing
on-Time oata Acquisition
l{ord Process i ng
Storage Area/ Central I'lateriaì s

Hand I in9
Too'ì Crib Control
0ual i tv Control
Èactori Con¡nun i cati ons lletwork/
Flow oi I nformati on
Order Processi nglTrac ki ng
Inventory Control
Bills of i'tateriaìs

FUTURE PLANS

PROPOSED ORDER TIHEFRAHE
0F IIIPLEMEHÍATI0 ¡-2Yrs. 3-6Yrs.

Hori zoñlãT-

TECHNOLOGY TR¡I{SFER

SYSTE}I DESIGN AI{D EI'IPLOYEE TRAIIIING

How Long did it take to be fully operational :--------------- (Timeframe)

Formal õourses in use of technoìogy Yes 

- 

!!o 

- 

9ilter 

-
In-House Traininq bv courses Yes 

- 

llo 

- 

gller 

-
in-Hõrse Training by courses -- I"t 

- 
No 

- 

Other

on-Ïñã-Jou i"ãiníng" ves ll--ll o 

- 

other
äät'lì.iãõ ài-iä-å' workers les : I!9 

- 

gtl:I
Hiiino of-nevr rorkers Yes 

- 

No 

- 

glFr
Úse oi consultants in design of system Yes 

- 

No 

- 

9!ler
Use of consultants in lmplgrìentation Yes 

- 

tlo 

- 

9ilerr.Â ^r ^^ñ.r,lrâñic lñ +râlñlño YeS NO othefü;; õi ;;ilii;i; i; trãiñing Yes 

- 

no 

- 

other
Use of goverrment programs for training Yes 

- 

llo 

- 

u[ner
Did you-find the consultants useful? Ccflment 

-

HOI{ TECHNOLOGY I{AS OBTAI¡IED

Comoany Funds/ Speci f-v
cãüã"iñ.^i Þiôsiã'-lsii

3of
Xof

I}IVOLVEIiIENT OF IIITERNAL STAFF

ttho initiated the ìntroduction of the technology?
Top lhnagsnent Yes

Engi neering I.tOpérators Yes

llo.- 
llo

-No
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Do Workers participðte in continuous operations?
Yes _ Ho

METHODS OF COST JUSTIF¡CATIOII

Rate of Retu rn
Payback Per ì od
0rganizationaì
0thers

strategtc Justr ltca!ton

HAJOR ROADBLOCKS
Ill

SYSTEI'I IMPLEHTNTATION

Fi nancl al (Speci fy)

Lack of Employee Trainìng

Lack of In-House Expertì se

Lack of Hanagement Awarenes s

Ottrer( s )

PART IY.

Harketshare ImP roved

RESULTS OF TECHHOLOGY IHPLEIIENTATIOI{:

EFFTCTS OF NEU SYSTTI'IS ON COHPANY

Yes_No_t{/A
Producti vi ty Improv€ment/ Specify
Customer Service/ Speci fY
Reduced Hanufacturing Costs/ Specify
I ncreased Qua I i tyl SpecifY
0thers/ Speci fy

NET EFFECT ON IHPLOYHENT

Hanagement LeveT s

Engineering

0perators

I ncrea sed
Decreased
Steddy
¡ncreased
Decreased
Steady
I ncrea sed
oecrea sed
Stea'dy

ACCEPTAIICE BY STAFF:

Top Managenent/ Coment
Engì neeri ng/ Corment _
0perators/ Cofiment
Uni on/ Cc ment

GENERAL COMÍIIENTS:
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2.2

on these objectives.

The "Future Plans of Automation" section of the survey provides an

oppomrnity for identifying potential Eends in AMS applications. Gauging the time

frame of big a¡d small Canadian manufacturers' adaptations of available technology as

compared to the maturity of the adopted technology, provides the reason for including

both year and order of introduction.

Section II of the Survey: Role of Microcomnuter at the

Factorv Floor Level

The imponance of accurate and responsive data acquisition and

communication in the integrated manufacturing models of today and tomorrow will

depend largely on the inroduction of microcomputers at the factory floor level. The

major technological advances of the microcomputer's processing, memory storage, and

multi-tasking/user capabilities have provided a strong impetus fo¡ a new era of

manufacruring automation. The microcomputer is important because it provides the

manufacturer with a tool on the shop floor to gather and transmit critical data important

to the entire organization.

Developing a model of the sequential steps taken in the use of

microcomputers on the shop floor will help us measure relationships between

integration of real-time shop floor data with that of automated part and information

tasks throughout the organization, while measuring the present influence of the

microcomputer in Canada's manufacnuing environmenL

2,3 Section III of the Survey: Technologv Transfer

The human envi¡onment into which new technologies are introduced,

depends on the judgement, abilities and emotions of corporate personnel and how they

react to changes. Achieving mastery over the technical side of technology is often less

difficult than the mastering the related human aspects (8).

Training and re-training personnel throughout the company structüe in the
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philosophies and execution of AMS technologies demands a rhorough step-by-step

approach to bringing new systems on-line. Each step provides the education and tools

needed to implement the next one.

System vendors, consultants, governments and learning facilities
(universities and colleges) all represent agents that can aid the transfer of technology

into the worþlace both technically and financially. Canadian manufacturers must be

made aware of the resource bases available to them to ease the often prohibitive learning

curve of computer-aided applications (12). Justifying the up-front costs of AMS

technologies is usually more difficult than raditional capital expenditures due to

somewhat obsolete and inappropriate accounting methods. The step-by-step approach

towards integrated manufacturing advocated in this paper alleviates the "all or nothing"

costs of large system implementation. Although the introduction of an FMS may be

applicable to only a small percentage of i¡dustries i¡ Canada, the various stages of
automation help provide the human and technical skills for each sequential step with

costs in a range suitable even for these conservative cost justification procedures. Top

level initiation of AMS technologies stresses the organizational strategic justifications of
new systems so that the intangible benefits ofnew technology are also weighed against

the long-temr objectives of the company,

2.4 Section IV of fhe Srrrvev: Res¡rlfs of Tcohnnlnow

Imolementation

As trade journals and papers conrinue publishing about cases of new

automation successes, the survey must try and capture the real present benefits being

experienced by Canadian manufacture¡s stepping into the AMS world. Tangible

benefits such as higher productivity levels and reduced manufacturing costs, coupled

with increased quality and marketshare play a hand in measuring the net effect of new

systems on the success of the manufacfurer.

Exhibits 2A,28, and 2C show a completed version of the survey for all

three company sizes giving a better insight into [row respondents filled out the suwey.



EXHIBIT ) 2.A,

The foììowing questjonnaire is broken up into four sectjons;
I) Hardware-Appl ications taken towards Integrated Mðnufacturing
2) Role oJ Microcomputer at the Factory Fìoor Level
3) Technoì ogy Tran sfer
4) Effects õi Technology lmplementation

PART I. STEPS TAKEH TOI,IARDS

PRISENT OPERATIOI{S

ORDER OF YEAR

INTRODUCTION INTRODUCED/
[o /'l îf canputer systern/Financial

Database/Hanagement Informôtion
SYstem

+
L
I
,.

---7-

134
r 987

UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

IIIDIJSTRIAL ENGINETRI NG PROGRA}4

ADVAI{CED MANUFACTURING SYSTTHS

SURVE Y

iNTEGRATEO ¡1AIIUFACTURI NG

FUTURI

PROPOSED ORDER
OF IHPLEMENTAIION

PLAT S

TIMEFRAIlT
l-2Yrs.3-6Yrs

I ? 63 Oeparttr,en tô I l.1icrocomputers
/q7¡;ã; Computer-Aìded Desjgn Svstem . t E'"T-'ti-6a'¿i7Ã Computer-Aided E 

^gineeringL 
r'/t, ttê-ry

t ?a2 ¿t.</ l) Process Planning \ t't ¡øaL ÒÉ 5r/r62L-Z- /t ?. r-:-t-
t'úE*¿zi Materials Requ'iiement Planning -- l/77 T-?ta,.r

- 

3) other
CNC/? Machì nery uperatÌons¡
I ) ¡+fll.s f-1ìe',, ¿ 

'.2rtlo 
Lr

- 

2) Or"i+ì s I HE't/,f ¿obît'L
....'.............-....._ 3) Le++es I Aúet4a1 A¿¿lht€k?
-7V77- 4\ g¡6¿¡J 'ndea ¡,€ ' { c¿vuevaA

Aútomated Sior4r-/R:f¡ievá13$Ïñ --'3- 

- 

<
Roboti cs APP I ications

- -ç /Þt 1) Material Handling

- 

2) Quaìity control
----=- t77r-- 3) Assenbly

- 

4) Fa br i catì on
- -'-3-- -ørg- s\ Paintine

- 

6) ot her
rlôrkceli cõnTiiîraTiõñs-õðs¡¡-õil- --1) Cell Technóloqil r61ôL /Lé t<t/c/)

- 

2i cioup tectrnolósvY tà tru'Fc€T-Z;oan 
- -

rt 

- 

3) Part Famiìies J Jv¡ré,çs q 

- -
---V- -iTf7- Bar Coding l) I.n-Process Controì '¿

2) l,la rehou s i ng / I nv en torY
Controì

Conmuni cations Networ k

-f t?s? i) Êãttotv Leu fþ Fzcro z+ ttz/at à í7 ø¿'t

- ---3=- -frfr-,i oifice'LeveìJ t'rtr¿4
Automated Central Materials Handìing

- ç' /Ú1 SYstem l)' ÀGV__ 
- 3Ì 3:?i.{;i,:*,,*

--- ---- n,to',til qliiiir-e¡or--æ¡'-..r-'ons-
l) Coord inate Measurinq I'lachine

etrc) .!l,!ili,-)
// rfê- L1,l lt/<- *e-TttL /¿ / lr3' 931þ ht.r,//,/ t'v-f L,'4 v7'



3) Tacti le
4 ) 0ther

l3B
Sensors ///4

',,4
S en sor Applications/Specify /4
AUtomated l00l uhangìng r,apôbì lìtres 

/u,1

PART I I.

PRT S ENT

ORDIR OF

I NTRODUCT I ON

U

5---5---3-

_.t
-5

€

7
4

PART III.

How Long dÍd it take to be fully operatjonal
Formal Courses in use of technology
I n-House Tra'ining by courses
0n-The-Job Tr¿ining
Retra i nj ng of former workers
Hi ri ng of new workers
Use of consultônts in desjgn of system
Use of consultants jn implementation
Use of consultants in trainjng yes .---z- 

No 

- 

Other 

--

UseofgovernmentprogrômsfortraìningYesîìît1-No-0ther-
Did you find the consultants useful? Cunnent q-e7-c sjZlVt c fa zz.* -04/ ,?L4! t¿///aP H4J rt îl 14/Lt4¿o ro àt ¿v€érJ.

HOI{ TECHNOLOGY I.IAS OETAINED

Í of company Funds/ specify ? f 2" /i!lí'/i^!it/'?a ,âol?"^""::::r:-I of Government Program Assi 46:
INVOLVEMINT OF IIITERIIAL STAFF

!Jho initjated the jntroductjon of the technoìogy?
Top l'lanagement Yes ut No
tngi neeri ng Yes -----iz- 

No
oper¿tors Yes T No

ROLE OF I'IICROCO¡'IPUÏER AT THE FACTORY FLOOR LTVEL

OPI RAT I ONS

YTAR

INTRODUCTD

/ I ß Part Programi ng cNc
Ceì l ControlIer/Machines, Robots

FUÏURT PLANS

PROPOSED ORDTR TIMEFRAME
0F IHPLEMTNTATI0N 1-2Yrs . 3-6Yrs.

/ 4 /'3 etc.
/ a 93 0n-Time Scheduling, Part Routing
/ q N3 1n-Iifie Data Acquisition- t7Z3 lr/ord Process i ng

Storôge Area/ Central f'lateriaì s
.'4 ã1 Handl ino
)çt1 Tooì Crib Control

7Í3EQuaìity control
Factort Cornnunicati ons Network/ Hori zoñ[ãT-

/1î5 Flow o-f I nformatj on

/r8O order Proc es s i ng/Trac k j n9

/ç90 Inventory Control
/q qA Bills of Materials

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFIR

SYSTEM DESIGN AND EMPLOYEE TRAII{ING

,/ 6 uae.r¿¡ (Timeframe)
Yes . No other
Yes ---7- o 

-gther
\es =-v- 

No 

- 

other
Yes --lZ- No 

- 

0ther
Yes --7-- o 

- 

Other
Yes --7- ño 

- 

other
Yes ---7- No 

- 

other

-7-
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Do llorkers partjcipate in continuous operations? ,,/Yes " No

HTTHODS OF COST JUSTIFICATION

Rate of Re tu rn
Payback Perì od
Organizationaì
0thers

MAJOR ROADBLOCKS

IN
SYSTEM I HPLEI'lENTAT ION

Financiaì (Specify)

mp I oyee ,l ra I n 1 ng
/) .''l //1 J 'jr

-House Expe rt i se

s) þ t'¿ ' 7 !/ ¿ / ri -.¿: /-/ È 11/ ::
| /.1 a .' ¿a . , ../. .. t / t 

-

PART iV.

Harketshare Improved
Producti vi ty Improvement/ Specjfy
customer Servi cel Speci fy
Reduced Manufac turj ng Cos

RESULTS OF IECHNOLOGY IMPLEMEI{TATION:

TFFTCTS OF NEII SYSTIHS ON COMPANY

Yes No N/ A r'/Ú ø' 'r'1 /4 't 'a t ¡

I ncreased Qua I i tyl Specify
0thers/ Spec ì fy

NET EFFTCT ON EMPLOY¡4ENT

Leve ì s I nc rea sed ,/^¿. t,./z êz 1 y' tg.¿

St4¡ay

l'lanagement

Eng i neer i ng

0perators
S teady
I ncrea s ed
0ecrea sed

Æ

Top Mônagement/ Corrnent
Eng ineeri ng/ Cofiment _
Operators/ Corment
Un i on/ Corrnent tt/. 2

ACCEPTAI{CE BY STAFF:

¿

/¿- f.
o - ( t ¿nV at'r',,¿/

\ßrott'u î¿> ,q/!'ttyl
,á 1r ¿ 

"¿',-L 
g

y'4,¿t¿¡7altf1 ')GENEtu{L COH},IENTS: / / 3??



EXHIBIT * 2B

PART I. STEPS TAKEN TOI,IARDS

PRESENT OPERATIONS

ORDER OF YEAR
INTRODUCTION IIITRODUCED

86

130
I987

uiltvÊRstTY 0F r,rAlilT08A
I'IüJSTRIAL Ei{GIIIEERI I{G PROGRÂT{

ADVAIICED I'IAI{UFACTURI I{G SYSTE¡$
SURVE Y

following questionnalre Js broken up jnto four sectionsi
Hardware Applicatlons taken towards Integrated Manufacturing
Role of l.{i c roco*npu ter at the Factory Floor Leveì
Technol ogy Tran sfer
Effects of Technoì ogy Implementation

-_-5- --EFã8-

| 11 coflputer sys tern/ F i na nc i a I
--------1------- Da ta ba se/llanag emen t I nf orma t i on

SYs tem
4

I NTEGRATED HAIIUFACTURI IIG

Depa rtmen ta I Microcornputers(PC's)
Computer-Aided Des ign System
Computer-Aided tng i neering
t) Process Pl ann i ng
2) Material s Requirement Planning
3) other CA¡l
CNC/NC Mac5inery O-æfrafiõns ; 

-
l) Mi'ì ìs
2) Dri'ì l s
3) Lathes
4) other _-
Au t om a t e d S to-r a g tÏeliîãvãl-S¡î e m

Robotics Appì ications
t) Materiaì Hand ìi ng

l) Cel'ì Technology
2'l Group Tec hno I ogy
3) Part Famj ìjes
Bar Coding 1) In-Process Controì

2) l.la rehou s i ng / I nv en tory
Control

FUTURT PLAIS

PROPOSED ORDER TI}1EFRAìlE
0F IMPLEMETITATI0N 1-ZYrs. 3-6Yrs.

)(_

tx

3X

6

3

_-î-
84

---m-

'>z-
-=_.=-

a--

-æ-

--).- 

-

5

4

x

X

Connuni cati ons Netvrork
_ I) Factory Level

2) 0ffi ce Leveì
Automated Centraì Materjaìs Handl ing 

-
System 1) ÀGV X

2) Conveyor Sys tem
3) Ra j I Systern

Automated Qua l i tyTontiõl-TppTlcaTi ons

_ l) Coordjnate Heasuring Machine 7 _ X

The
l)
2l
3)
4)

2l Visjon Systens
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Do llorkers partlclpate ln contlnuous operatlons?

Rate of Return
Payback Per i od
0rganizationaì
0thers

Strategi c Justi fi cati0n

I.tÂJOR ROADBLOCKS

IN
SYSTEM IHPLTMENTATIOIT

Fi nancj al (Speci fy)

Lðck 0f ln-House txpertìse lo some extent,

Lack of Management Ay¿areness To some

PART IV. RESULTS OF TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION:

EFFTCTS OF NEI.I SYSTII'IS ON COI4PANY

I ncreased Qua I i tyl Specify
0thers/ Spec j fy

NIT EFFECT ON EI'IPLOY¡'IENT

Marketshare Improved Yes X No t{/A 

-Productivity Iinprovement/ Specify. Yes,jro{uglTõ,ri-Ti-nres down 

-

customer service/ specify Yes' 0n tlme dellverles
Reduced Manufac turì ng Coit

Management Level s

Engi neeri ng

0p era tors

Increased
0ecreased
Steddy
Increased
Decreased
S teady
Increased
0ecrea s ed
S teady

Top Management/ Corrnen t
Engi neeri ng/ Cornmen t
oDerators/ Commen t
Unj on/ Cornent

ACCEPTANCE BY STAFF:

the most profjtable investments are those which
of techno'logy are stifled if only some of the

GENERAL COMlltNTS: Technology is fine but,
Tocus on peoplã-i mp rovemen t . The benefits
peopl e are on board.



I3F
3) lactlle Sensors
4) 0ther "
s en sor Appl'ìîãTTõn s7SÞõc iFI
@s

PART I I. ROLE OF HICROCOI4PUTER AT THT FÁCÍORY FLOOR LTVEL

FUTURE PLAI{S

PROPOSID ORDER TIMTFRAME
0F IltPLEI'IENTATI0N t-2Yrs. 3-6Yrs.

Part Prograrrni ng CNC

Cel I Control I er/Machi nes. Robots

PRESEI{T OPERATIOIIS

ORDTR OF YEAR
INTRODUCTION ¡NTRODUCED

PART I I I,

x_
,<

I

zetc.----îV- 0n-Time Scheduling, Part Routing
0n-Time Data Acquisition

-lfif 
llord Process ing
Storage Areô/ central l'laterja'l s

__2-

--T---
Handl ìng
Tool Cri b Con tro l

-ll¡8-¡ 
Qual i ty Control
Fôctory Connuni cat j ons
Flow of Infonnation
Order Proc es s i ng /T rac k i ng---3-- 

-fS8/ 
I nventory Contrõì

Network/ Hori zoñîãT-

TTCHNOLOGY TRANSFTR

SYSTEM DESIGN AND EMPLOYEE TRAII{ING

How Long did it take to be fuìly operational(Q¡#r¡n incomplete) (Tjmeframe)
Formaì Õourses in use of technoiogy Yãl.[-no 

-- 
Other _

In-House Traìning by courses Yes _E No -- Other
on-The-Job Training' Yes ----T- No 

- 

other
Retraining of formðr workers yes l I] No 

- 

other
Hi ning of new r'¿orkers Yes _f No 

- 

other
use oi consultants jn design of system ves ---T tlo 

- 

Other
use of consultants in Ímpìementatìon Yes ---T-- l,lo 

- 

other
use of consultants in trãining Yes ---x- No 

- 

other
llcp nf nnvornman+ ñrr'ôFåñrc fni rr:ininn Yp< -----Ï- Nn 

- 

ôthorUse of government programs for training Yes I No other
Did you find the consu'ltants useful? Coment Hoderately

HOI,I TICHNOLOGY HAS OETAINTD

%of
%oî

Company Funds/ Spec i fy
Government Program Assi st'anceT Sp eéIîy

I,lho initiated
Top lt'tanagement
tngineering
0pera tors

INVOLVEMENT OF IIITERNAL STAFF

the introduction of the technoloqy?
Yes X No

Yes --I- tlo
Yes 

- 

tio
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1)
2)
3)
4)

EXHIBIT Ö 2C

PART I. STEPS

PRESENT OPERATfOIIS

ORDER OF YEAR

INTRODUCTION INTRODUCID

13G
1987

UNIVTRSITY OF MANITOBA

IHOUSfRIAL ENGII{EERING PROGRAI'I

ADVAI{CED TIATIUFACTURII{G SYSTEHS

TAKEN TOI,IARDS INTEGRATED MAHUFACTURIIIG

suRvEY /
fotìowing questionnaire is broken up-into four .sections¡ . ,5
Hardware'Appì icatlons taken towards Integrated l'lanufacturing u '
Role of Mièiocornputer at the Factory F'loor Level
Technol ogy Tran sfer
Effectr of Technology lmpl eflen ta ti on

FUTURE PLAIIS

PROPOSED ORDER TIHEFRAHE
0F ¡l'lPLtMEllTATI0l{ l-2Yrs. 3-6Yrs

l9f) Co,nput.r Sys tsn/ F i nancial
Database/}1anagernent I nfoñnation

4--''--1------'

l) Cel ì

- 

2) Group

- 

3) Pa rt-
Bar lod-l n

I rqr r

Connuni cati ons l{etwork

I ) Coord i

In-Process con tro ì
tlarehous ì ng/ I nventorY
Cont rol

s Hand'ì i nq

-S vs temtaúç Däpa rtrnen ta l ilícroconpute
Coàpu ter-Aj ded Desi gn-5y's tem

Cornpu ter-Ai ded Egghñer i nS

l) Process PJrrtlÍ n9

- 

2l Ha teci¿Ìí Requirement Plannjng

- 

3) othfr
CNC/NC Hachi nery operallons;
l) Mills

- 

2) Drilìs--@T 3) Lathes..--_ 4) other
Aú t orna t ed SIo ras€fffi ãI-St sÏ em

Roboti cs Appl ications i
l) ¡'lateria I HandU

- 

2l Qualitv cqÉól

- 

3) Asssnbl¿r-

- 

4) Fabyifati on
5) 9¡lntins

_ 6) '- Other
tlorkcel 1 Confígurat

Technol ogy

System 1)' 
^6V 

,...''
2 ) Jodéyor System

Rai I Sys ten

Qua li
tems

suring Machi ne

.l
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Do l,lorkers participðte in continuous operêtions?

No

METHODS OF COST JUSTIFICATION

Rate of Return
Payback Perì od
0rganizational
0thers

I4AJOR ROADBLOCKS
IN

SYSTEM I MPL€lIIENTATTON

Financial

fther(s)

PART IV.

Reduced Manufacturing C0sts/ Spec j fy

RTSULTS OF ITCHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION:

TFFECTS OF NEI,I SYSTEMS OIi COIIIPANY

Marketshare Improved Yes 

- 

No / N/A 

-p"oâuiiluiiv lñprovement/ Specify !o;,¿, <- = ,'^T; "-.;'-L \,'u-Customer Servi cel Speci fY

Increased ouaìit-v/ SÞecify <4-Å,," 'i-r,:,- t';L-l Cí,/,(.- '7-t 'ií-^\---:;.r'-
0thers/ S pec i fy

NET IFFECT ON EMPLOYI'IINT

Managenent Leveì s

Engi neeri ng

0perô to rs

I ncrea sed
Decreased
S teddy
Increased
Decreased
S t eady
I ncreased
Decreôsed
S teddy

Top Management/ Coment a -'/- .¡=":rr¿-j C-<- ; r:
Engj neeri ng/ Comment JLÃ'-'-) -Þ\r¿

0perators/ Commen t
Uni onl Commen t

-+

ACCEPTANCE 8Y STAFF:

GENERAL COMI4TNTS:
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3) Tacti le Sensqrs
4) 0ther "
s en sor App'i-Íiãîiõñl5peclT/ 

--ffis

PART I I.

PRESENT OPERATIOIIS

ORDER OF YEAR

INTRODUCTION INTRODUCED

I
'L/

PART III.

ROLE OF HICROCOI'IPUTER AT THE FACTORY FLOOR LEVEL

FUTURT

PROPOSED ORDER
OF IMPLEMENTATION

7
--.=-

I

PLANS

T I ME FRAME

I-2Yrs. 3-6Yrs.

--7-7

Part Prograrmi ng CNC

Cel I Controller/Machines, Robots
etc,
0n-Time ScheduI ing' Part Routìng
0n-Time Data Acqui si ti on
l,lord Process i ng
Storage Area/ Central Materials
Handl i ng
Tool Cri b Con tro l
Qual i ty Con tro'ì
Factory Conrnunicati ons Network/
Flow of I nformati on
0rder Processìng/Trackìng
Inventory Contro ì
Bilìs of Materials

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Hori zoñÌãT-

SYSTEM DESIGN AND EMPLOYET TRAINING

How Long did jt take to be fully operational -L ¿-/.¿-'-¿- (Timefr¿me)

Fornal Courses jn use of technology Yes '"' l{o Other
ìn-xoure iraining by courses -- Yes 

- 

xo -7- Other 

-

on-The-Job Trainíng- \es ! No 

- 

other --
nétràining of fonnér workers yes C No 

- 

Other 

-

Hi ri ng of new workers Y.es 

-'/ 
l{o other

Use oi consultants jn design of systsn Yes '-7-- tlo - l] Other 
_-

uiã ór ió.irliãnii in impìánentatìon \es --7- t{o 

- 

other 

-

Use of consultants in training Yes / No other 

-

Use of government programs for trainìng Yes 
- 

No / Other
óiã ior-iìñ¿ iñé cônsültants useful? õonment 'Z; ¿.-]o .- 

-

HOl{ TECHNOLOGY l,iAS OBTAINED
/ì

Í of compâny Funds/ Specìfy !"J,, /'
f of Government Program Assjstance/ SpecifJ

l.Jho 'initiated the
Top I'la nag eme n t
Engineering
0pe ra tor s

INVOLVEMENT OF IIITERNAL STAFF

i ntroducti on of the technology?
Yes '/ No

Yes -17- No

Yes 

- 

No /-
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2,5 Industrv Sectors

Our objective to gâther new and original data pertaining to the steps taken

towards integrated manufacturing in Canada today relied on an industry population

known to be a user of AMTechnologies. To cover the wide variety of advanced

manufacturing applications as displayed in the suwey (see Exhibit 2) required an

assembly of manufacture¡s whose operations were potentially suitable.

Researching the application of new technologies by Canadian manufacturers

has revealed that approximately 757o of major automation users fall within the metal

working and machinery sector. Related industries include the automotive, ae¡ospace,

farm equipment, tool and die workers, and metal fabricators among others. Due to the

diverse makeup of manufactu¡e¡s united into one indusEry base, helped us to choose the

MW&M Sector as an excellent database to tap.

2.5.t Other Industries Needing Further Study

Othe¡ industries in Canada also stand to implement new technologies in the

worþlace. Foreign nations such as Japan have shown the imponance of spreading

automation through a wide variety of manufacturing industries (24). The industries

listed below all can adopt applications of computer-assisted technologies applicable to

their individual operating conditions:

- ElectricalÆlectonic

- WoodP¡ocessing/Fuminue

- TextileVGa¡ment

- Prima¡y Metal (e.g. Steel Processing)

- Plastics/Rubber

- Mining.

The electricaVelectonics sector relies heavily on finite assembly operations

focusing on very small parts and a required high degree of precision and quality.

Robotics and Vision System technology represent two very viable opportunities for

these indusries to achieve higher productivity, greater product flexibility and increased
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levels of consistent quality. The garment industry has claimed successes in application

of CAD/CAM, NC machine technology, together with a wide variety of automated

material handling devices in their factories. Both above industry examples have

centered on factory automation, inclusive of part handling and processing.

The area of computer-assisted information handling tasks is generally

common to most manufactureres. Management typically divides the factory from the

office, although shop floor supervisors must assist real-time production operations. To

productively manage one's "system" that includes:

- processing of newjobs in finance, sales, engineering, and manufacturing

- engineering product design and drafting

- product bill of material deveþment

- purchasing and inventory control

- productionoperationsdevelopment

- quality assurance techniques for incoming materials and the in-process

product

- prductionscheduling,

reducing the degree of manual input, and the number of hands information must pass

through has a tremendous effect on overall product throughput time and customer

service, coupled with greater control over all facets of the organization. AMS

applicatons include CAD/CAM,CAPP, GT, MIS, and MRP as described previously in

Exhibit l.

2.6 Menufacturing Divisions

Two distinct operating cha¡acteristics exist for all manufacturing-based

industries. These are:

discreæ manufacturing

process manufactu¡ing
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"Discrete manufacturing" centers a¡ound the production of parts in

prescribed lot sizes, while a "process orientation" is focused on the continuous

production of a material or end-product such as plastics, steel, paper and wood.

Operating parameters driving process manufacturing require different applications of

automated hardware and factory layout concepts f¡om those of the metalworking and

machinery industry sector studied in this thesis.

2,7 Ponutation Sanpte
' In surveying a population either by random or biased sampling, one hopes

to achieve results deemed worthy to represent the overall population. The 1000

MW&M manufacturers suweyed were all known to possess characteristics meeting the

suwey's objectives. Therefore, total random sampling was not performed in sending

the suwey out to the advanced manufacturers. Some bias is clearly involved when

dealing with a known population, but in this case it helped assure a good sampling

representation is achieve¿

After sifting through returned suweys, 75 of the 1000 were found to be

worthy of analysis. After conferring with the University of Manitoba Faculty of

Engineering Graduate Statistical Aid Department, approximate random sampling

standards were given regarding surveys of this nature. Confidence levels of 997o

required a lïEo rcfiñ from the population. Tll^e 7.5Vo return generated from our

Advanced Manufactury Systems survey approximates a 927o confidence level worthy

of study. However, it is not fully certain that the 75 respondents are a completely

trrl¿66 5emple of the 1000 manufacturers suweyed. ¡e¡ ç¡¡mple, if all 1000 surveys

were filled out and dropped into a hat, the 75 surveys withdrawn would indeed

represent a total random population sample.

2,8 Size of Manufacturerg

Over the years as the development and application of AMS technologies has

inøeased world-wide, industry leaders are expressing deep concerns about how small

firms could raise the financial and technical resources needed for adopting new
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technologies. Fortunately the maturity of automated equipment, computer controls, and

support softwa¡e, coupled with declining prices, has brought the Advanced

Manufacturing System much closer to the small producers. An increasing number of

sources specifically established to assist with and facilitate the transfer of technology

into the worþlace also helps out the smaller frm. Sources include a growing educated

group of automation vendors, consultants, university and college centres, and

govemment-funded resea¡ch facilities (Saskarchewan and Onta¡io CAD/CAM centres),

as well as Winiripeg's Canadian Institute of Industrial Technology and the lndustrial

Engineering Pro$am at the University of Manitoba.

Huge system implementations of the past (FMS'S, Automated Assembly

Lines) are giving way to smaller cells, and new concepß of step by step integration of

new technology (35). It is interesting that in phase with the primary objective of this

thesis to develop a logical model of AMS integration for the small manufacturer in

particular, but also suitable for the larger manufacnuer, a near equal size distribution of

the 75 respondents was found. (See Fig. 1.) Surprisingly enough, the highest

percentage of advanced manufacturers, 387o, fell within the small sector, 1-75

employees, while 27 7o and 357o represented medium, and large companies

respectively. It is not known what the total distribution of the 1000 advanced

manufactu¡ers in the Canadian MW&M industry sector is, but the distriburion of

respondents gives an excellent picture of how all sizes of manufactu¡ers are adapting to

new tebhnologies.

The number of employees with respect to each size category \4,as obtained

through contact with the 75 manufacturers, as well as through the correlation found

between the number of steps taken regarding AMS application, and the number of

employees in the company. The relationship, as shown in Fig. 1, indicates that indeed

the larger manufacrurer has inroduced more applications of AMTechnologies than the

smaller company.

Although the smaller sized manufacrurers have implemented a lesser number
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of AMS applications (1 to 4), very positive signals are revealed from the 38Vo rctum

that have made the first step into the "uncharted waters" of automation. Since industry

figures indicate that the average number of employees of manufactu¡ers in Canadian

metalworking and machinery related industries is75, (24), extra emphasis must be put

on applicable system integration suitable for the smaller organizations. Integration

through a building block application approach may thus provide an affordable and

effective answer,

2.9 GeoqranhicalDistribution
Manufacturing centres have predominantly co-existed in southern Ontario

and Quebec arêas. Fig. 2, reveals a breakdown of the sample from province to

province, illusEating that indeed Ontario holds title to the largest percentage of

advanced manufacturers in the MW&M related industries. Industry studies have

documented that approximately 627o of MW&M related inudstries are situated in

Ontario (24), The excellent correlation between suwey findings and stated industry

figures gives credence to the representativeness of the distribution of our 75

respondents.

A strong showing in Manitoba points out the tremendous gains that

Winnipeg, in particular, has made in recent yeæs with respecr to application of AMS

technologies, and development of a strong manufacnring base. (There may, however,

have been some bias regarding the response of Manitoba companies since the survey

originated at the University of Manitoba).

Tt^e 4.57o figure for Nova Scotia can be associated with the state of the art

FMS facility in Pran and Whitney's Halifax factory. It is highly probable that the

competitive edge exhibited by this new / facility will inevitably spin-off to local

indu¡try.

Alberta's 67o representation is suprisingly high in light ofthat province's

"process oriented" manufacturing base relying heavily on spin-off industries of its' oil-

based economy (Polymers, synthetics, plastics).
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CHAPTER 3I IN:IERYIEWLWITH MANIJFACTI.JRERS

In an effon to open up AMS technologies to all sizes of ma¡ufacturing firms

through integration, interviews and plant tours were conducted in a variety of small,

medium and large manufacturing industries. To capture the vision of any panicular

manufacturer's methods of dealing with new business climates and technologies, nine

manufacturers, as indicated graphically in Fig. 3, were consulted

3.1 Sneaking With Industrv

3.1.f Flexibility A Key

It was found that common concerns were sha¡ed amongst all of the

ma¡ufactu¡e¡s. They all found it increasingly important to reduce lot sizes on the shop

floor in an effort to accommodate changing mafkets and products. Smaller work-in-

process inventory levels and quicker production throughput time also were common

objectives. .Efforts to achieve smaller lot sizes hinged on greater infomtation and part

handling flexibility. All manufacturers agreed that greater flexibility could only be

achieved by introducing some degree of automation to management âs well as factory

levels, and in each case of the nine producers consulted, expand upon the present

advanced manufacruring attributes.

Expansion of computer-aided technologies includes establishing flexible

material handling systems, increasing the number of present NC machineries, as well

as CAD systers to increase desigry'drafting productivity and flexibility. Flexibility is a

key ingredient of new computer-assisted applications for the manufacturer. With

increasingly shorter product life cycles, coupled with larger size factories sub-

contracting out more and more work to the smalle¡ producer puts the onus on the

support staffs of production control, design and manufacturing engineering to

accommodate changes with minimal production slowdowns and associated costs.
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3.1.2 Pockets of Group Technology

Many of the toured plants revealed small informal pockets of group and cell

technology, but without a structu¡ed GT technique, In some cases, physical groupings

of machinery corresponding to similarities in product attributes were obsewed, but

without integration with the rest of the plant due to poor layouts, and inflexible material

handling. This defeated potential global plant b€nefits.

The rudimenøry stages of group technology witnessed showed that positive

effort was being made by manufacturers of all sizes to gain better control over

production. Further evolution of GT through computer-aided process planning,

introduction of bar coding, and flexible ha¡dware on the shop floor will prove

economically beneficial. Integration of the conceptual level (CAPP) and the execution

level (shop floor) is the key.

3. 1.3 High Utilizations of Computer-Aided-Design

Of the nine manufacturers contacted, six possess CAD systems, and two

were in the process of installing them, Users of computer-aided design expressed thei¡

surprise about the incredible tool CAD offered in the areæ of facilities planning through

visual simulation of plant layouts. The ability to change layouts quickly and accurately

to visualize optimum material and work flow proved to be an extremely valuable

addition to thei¡ manufacturing techniques. Although CAD systems were initially

inroduced to increase drawing and design productivity, flexibility, and quality, positive

benefits in the areas of plant layout, part bill of materials, and simulation of criticat path

scheduling became appa¡enl

3.1.4 Increasing The Flow of Paper

The effons to reduce lot sizes stood out as a major concem of most of the

manufacturers, but a few expressed a high priority for quicker customer product

delivery through automation of paper flow. Every company operated within their so-

called "system" that slows down the throughput of new job orders, as r eU as product

and process changes. The amount of clerical work, and numbe¡ of manual operations
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required to process a sales order all the way through to the ¡elease of the production

packages on the shop floor, constitues a bottleneck for eventual customer delivery

dates. Figure 4 shows the typical flow of new sales orders proceeding tkough design

and manufacturing engineering, production control, and finally to the factory floor.

The logical model of integrated manufacturing outlined later addresses directly the need

to standardize and automate the role of information handling.

The manufacturers found that the development of an MRP system helped in

relieving bottlenecks of paperwork. Tackling a diverse range of computer-assisted

manufacturing systems such as MRP (Bill of Materials to Master Production

Scheduling and Inventory Conrol) serves as a leaming device for futu¡e applications,

as well as deterrnining the de$ee of system applicability to individual operations.

Maturity of computer-assisted information handling tasks such as CAD, MRP, CAPP,

Accounting and GT has increased greatly over the past 5 years. Off the shelf computer

software does, in most cases, establish a base for individual company applications, but

in-house modifications are almost always necessary to achieve optimum system

performance.

3. 1.5 Preventive Maintenance

Another important area of production that was often mentioned \,vas

preventive maintenance, and the role of the computer in developing a plant-wide

program. Operation slowdowns and inconsistent quality were seen as results of
insufficient maintenance scheduling. Increased awateness of pæventive maintenance

microcomputer software packages coupled with changing philosophies about plant

engineering's imFortance and responsibilities indicated these manufacturers were

including one more member within the family of AMS technologies.

3.1.6 NC Workcentres

Of the seven of nine manufacturer utilizing NC machinery, new attention

was being given to automated tool monitoring systems. Because of defects in part

qualiry and unforeseen production delays, one-to-one operator to machine ratios

dedicated primarily to listening to and watching NC machine tool operation parameters
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were observed. Continuing research and development in the area of NC tool

monitoring has still to issue a finely-tuned cost effective package for all sizes of

manufacturers to implement. Future int¡oductions of better machine monitoring

systems coupled with flexible material handling systems will reduce the one-to-one

manpower to machine ratio to a more efficient level.

3.1,7 Bridging A Decentralized Approach to Automation

Of the interviewed manufacturers, those who had adopted automated

machinery first, (NC machinery, Robotics) now faced the problems of building

communication bridges to the islands of automation that had evolved in the shop, in

order to help integrate and streamline production. Only one of the ni¡e manufacturers

interviewed was actively pursuing distributed numerical conEol in the plant, and an

organizational networking of computer and equipment workstations. The costs, and

lack of in-house expertise seemed to deter pu¡suit of communication li¡ks. In addition

to communication gaps throughout the organization, a decentralized approach to

application of different computer-assisted functions have led to information barriers

between differcnt deparEnents of the organization. For those manufacturers who used

a management information system in the office, continual upgrading was found to be

necessary as the company and amount of data grew. The cost to performance ratio also

had a Eemendous impact on computer hardware and systems software upgrading. The

above points indicate how modularity must be an important objective to initial

purcháses so that present and frrture systems can be combined cost effectively.

To illusnate this point, the following situation is presented: a manufacturer

buys a cheap computer and CAD software package with a closed proprietary operating

system for the design engineering deparnnenr As company growth and user expertise

is gained at the rrorkstation, the increase in drawing, storage .and number of users

multiplies. Upon atæmpting to expand the single workstation to newer, more powerful

computers at a lower cost, problems with hardwa¡e and softwa¡e communications a¡e

encountered. Ma¡rufacturers must attempt to consolidate or centralize new technology

applications so that long-term integration is achieved bemeen introductions.
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3.1.8 Suitability of Technology to Individual Operations

All nine manufacturers commented on the applicability of Advanced

Manufacturing Technologies with respect to their operations. Examples range from

rrial and error of particular robotic applications, to fundamental group technology, and

full-blown automated storage retrieval systems. Capital, product groups or lack

thereof, and process efficiency all deterred implementations of such proposals. A

manufacturer must thoroughly analyze present manufacturing ope.ations with an eye

for suiøble components of factory automation before actual execution.

3. 1.9 Total Quality
"Design to P¡oduce" as the Japanese have shown, has tremendous effects

on the total quality and producibility of a product (26). The manufacturers visited

spelled out problems bringing design engineering and manufacturing functions closer

together in order to build quality and ease of operations ino their products.

One manufacturer commented on the concept of "Totaly Quality Assurance"

starting from the way inter-departmental memos are written to incoming vendor

material, design, and operator self inspection. Higher levels of consistent part quality

were indicated by producers having introduced automated ha¡dwa¡e on the factory floor
as were inc¡eases in the quality of drawings due to CAD systems.

3.1.10 Microcomputer Apptication

Frcm all indications of interviews held, adaptation of the microcomputer on

the shop floo¡ is still not present, but the continually dropping costs of hardware, their

capacity of data reeieval, Eansmission and processing versus performance wiil surely

spell a difference in coming years. As management information handling systems

increase, the demands for vertical flow of data from the shop floor will inevitably bring

an inqeased use of the microcomputer.

Aerospace Mânufâcturer Tâkes on Integrâted Manufacturing: A
Case Study
A prime example of modularity, as defìned ea¡lier, was provided by a large

3.2
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aerospace manufactuer who was adopting new technologies company-wide at a very

rapid rate, The main push into AMS technologies staned in 1980 with NC machinery

a¡d CAM applications used for programming. As the number of NC machines grew

on the shop floor, CAD was linked to CAM and eventually distributed numerical

control evolved in 1986 integrating the design of a part directly with the machine's

controller on the shop floor. Greater shop floor control over machine utilization a¡d

programming was finally recognized.

Over the span of seven years, three machine shops totalling some 45,000

square feet scattered tlroughout the plant with 75 machines all under individual machine

loading and programming systems were transformed into one single facility taking up

25,000 square feet and 110 machines. The new shop was laid out utilizing CAD to

optiutizè tttntcriltl ùtìd wùrkcr llow witlr Nspcct tù rììlrchinc cctìtrcs btrscd on ptrJduct.

line forecasts, Provision for a flexible material handling system was built into the new

layout.

An AGV route introduced to the facility in 1987, increased overall
production flexibility, and shop productivity. Modularity of the AGV sysrem was

considered during the planning stage from a programmability standpoint. On-boa¡d

programming was selected to allow easy transfer of the AGV technology to the

operators on the shop floo¡ and to production planners. programming of the AGV's

can be done by an operator at a machine-centre or loaded prior to, or during a shift by

the production planner. In addirion to providing a means of ransponing work-in
process, the AGV system also offers the option for off-line programming via higher

level cömputers.

Implementation of a computer-assisted labourþart tracking system was

brought onJine in 1985. Operators using credit-card type identifie¡s downloaded

employee number, and conesponding jobs completed into the company's mainframe

computer. Furure intentions a¡e to initiate a microcomputer-based data management

system on the shop floor linked to bar code technology for real-time part Eacking and

routing conrol, We seo that once qgain, introduction of a rudimentary system has
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evolved into a significantly more advanced one giving the manufacturer a new

production tool.

Modularity, along with the integration of AMS technologies, has two major

aspects. The fi¡st consists of the systems hardware and software for driving the state-

of-the-art office and factory, but an equally important second aspect is concerned with

the Eansfer of technology and education of top management, supervisors, as well as

workers about the new systems. This company illust¡ates clearly both facets of
integrated manufacturing as well as their mainframe-assisted laboulpart tracking

converted to online microcomputer-based ba¡ coding, The organization's modular

approach to an MRP system outlines the importance of a building block approach to

successful integrated manufactüing helping educate penonnel of new technologies.

3.3 Technologv Transfer

Technology transfer is an important issue today in light of the impact AMS

technologies are having on competitive manufacturing in domestic and intemational

markets. All of the companies interviewed acknowledged that a lack of awa¡eness of
available computer-assisted technologies was not a deterent to application, but simply

felt that some new technologies could not be readily adopted until they put out the fites

affecting present-day plant operations. No comment on officelevel automation was

given, but as the logical model to integrated manufacturing will point out, the absence

of a flre-fighting production environment at the management level gives rise to more

time for planning strategies and adaptation of computer-assisted information handling

tasks (i.e. CAD, CAPP, cT, MIS, CAM).

Comments were also given regarding difficulties in fînding experienced

operatoñr such a machinists and welden to run both automated and manual equipment.

They noted that the colleges were not adequately producing operatots for today's

technology, forcing in-house raining by the manufacturer to reach necessary skill
levels. Importance was also given to increasing the flexibility of today's and

tomorrow's workers, enabling adaptability to a wide variety of equipment as products
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and technologies change.

Technology did not replace personnel in areas of AMS application in the

nine manufacturers under study, but changed the role of the operators, supewisors and

managers in production, manufacturing, engineering and top levei management. The

new roles included process monitoring, workcentre part loading and unloading,

programming new areas of responsibility. Reduced fire fighting allows more long-term

planning to take place.

3.3. I Survey Results: Roadblocks to Automated Systems

Figure 5 shows the percentages of suwey respondents indicating that certain

roadblocks did, in fact, play a role in obstructing implementation. Of the four points

shown in Fig. 5, a lack of employee training, (34Vo retwn) represented the lowest

percentage. It is a fact that the average worker is going to increase his/her skills as new

techlologies are inevitably introduced, and new operation roles are created. Survey

results penaining to the training and effect of new technology on workers show that

92Vo of the respondents are, or have undertaken on-the-job training, while 77Vo have

retrained worke¡s for new conditions, and only 43Vo have had to hire new workers to

fill either new roles or replace previous operators. The net effect of system introduction

on the shop floor revealed that 38Vo of the 75 respondents witnessed a decrease in

operator employment levels and l97o showed an increase (see Fig. 6).

From these figures, support is given to the theory that automation does

indeed not necessarily replace the worker, but opens up new player roles that provide a

support mechanism to a particular technology. Japanese facto¡ies that are among the

more automated in the world illustrate this point dramatically. Observers of Japanese

plants are amazed at the numb€r of workers on the floor. One must remember that the

computer and its control equipment require human interaction for programming,

maintaining, monitoring, and part loading/unloading.
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3.4 ManagingFinancial.Iustification
. Most of the manufacturi¡g managers consulted generally declared that most

single applications of technology were financially justifiable by either traditional or

strategic methods. Small and medium sized manufacturers indicated that a wide variety

of computer-assisted øsks were viewed as financially infeasible as opposed to

unsuitable to their operations. Of the four implementation roadblocks outlined in the

suwey shown in Exhibit 2, financial constraints received the highest return, some 45Vo

of the respondents. This figure does not correspond to the high figures publications

have stated as costs being a principal deterrent to new technology introduction (24).

The four roadblocks highlighted in the survey were:

financial

lack of employee raining

lack of in-house expertise

lack of managment awar€ness.

Ms Are Indeed Beins Taken

An inside look into nine of the advanced manufacturers from the small

machine shop converting NC to DNC machinery for greater process control, to state-

of-the-art central AGV material handling employed by the large aerospace

manufacturer, and a part recognition, robotic paint system introduced by a medium-

sized producer of ai¡-flow products has shown that AMS technologies are alive and

well in all sectors of Canada's MW&M industry. It is up to the present day

manufacturer to grasp the coming age of automated information handling that will

integrate with existing and future shop floor part handling and processing hardware.

J.5
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A}TL]LECHNOIOGIES IN THE CANADIAN

SECTOR: A IjSAGE PROFILE

4.1 AufomafeLlnformation Handling

The maturity of the computer, ând its many sizes and capabilities, combined

with giant steps in software driving new data systems, has brought new levels of

productivity to managing corporate, engineering, and production information typically

impeded by labour-intensive clerical work. By frst optimizing the flow of present

paperwork from finance and sales to design engineering, manufacturing, and finally

onto the factory floor reduces the number of hands through which information must

pass. Standardizing and organizing cunent methods of handling both data, and pans

on the shop floor as a prelude to automation helps identify problem areas, as well as

reduce the learning curve of new technology through proper planning and

documentation.

Information and part handling groups make up two classes of automation

that co-exist within the new era of mânufacturing. To clearly illustrate and understand

the relationships between AMS attributes, and trends captured by the suwey, the

following applications of the advanced manufacturing system have been grouped into

automated infonnation handling tasks:

1) Management Information System

2) DeparunentalMicrocomputeni

3) Computer Aided Design

4) Computer Aided Process Planning

5) Material Requirements Planning

6) Computer Aided Facilities Planning

7) Group Technology

8) CommunicationsNetworkingTechology

9) Bar Code Technology
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It is important to note that the word automated does not mean human

interaction is not involved with each application, but that the computer is used as a tool

to quickly access, manipulate, a¡d uansmit data (10).

Automation of part handling on the factory floor found its origins in

numerically controlled machinery (i.e. milles, drills, lathes) able to automatically

machine more complex part configurations at high levels of consistent quality with

greater flexibility and lower setup times. In an effort to integrate the NC machine with

in-process parts both locally and tkoughout the plant, and to automate other critical

processes, new developments in computer assisted and microprocessor based hardware

entered the production setting.

The following applications of the advanced manufacturing system have been

grouped into automated pårt handling tasks:

1) NC Machinery

2) Robotics

3) Quality Conrol Applications

4) Material Flandling Systems

5) AutomatedStomge/ReeievalSystems

6) Sensor Technology

7) AuomaædToolChanging

8) Group Technology

Computers have established a medium for transferring critical operational

data to factory floor hardware, while monitoring work-in-process movement and

machine performance. The microprocessor has given a variety of shop floor devices

new abilties to interpret and execute relayed information.

To further simplify the analysis of all AMS applicarions detailed in the

suwey, both automated part and infonnation task groupings are ¡edefîned based on
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similarities of operations. The following groupings wiJl be used to create a present-d¿y

model of advanced manufacturing utilization in Canada's MV/&M sector, based on the

combination of both computer-assisted information and part handling.

1) The Management Information System

2) Information Transfer From Design To Manufacturing

3) Laying The Groundwork For Factory Layouts And Data Acquisition

4) NC/CNC Machine Cenres

5) Robotics

6) Automated Handling And Storage Of Materials In The Plant

7) Quality Assurance On The Shop Floor

8) Sensor Technology

4.3 PrincioalEindinfs-Regarding AMS Utilizations

Reporting on the principal findings of computer-assisted data systems,

hædware, a¡rd related manufacturing concepts in the Canadian MW&M sector requires

discussion of th¡ee poilts. Applications of AMS technologies introduced by small,

medium, and large manufacturers will be analyzed based on:

i) Percentage of users

ü) O¡der of introduction

üi) Year of inroduction

4.3.L Management fnformation Systems

Acting as a database systems manager, the management information system

introduces the computer to the corporate sales, marketing, and finance entities of the

manufacturing organization.

Depending on the extent and structure of computers within a company, the
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MIS may conÍol database systems management in other departments, and even on the

factory floor. Because the management i¡formation system has far-reaching influence

throughout the organization, analysis, independent of other information handling tasks

is undertaken. Our figures show that 87 7a of the manufacturers indicated they have

inuoduced a computer system controlling some facet of their management functions.

As Fig.7 depicts, 1007o of large manufactwers,90Vo of medium, and 73Vo

of small producers have implemented some form of an MIS. Although the survey did

not address the various subcomponents of a management information system,

experience has shown that smaller manufactu¡ers typically begin with the

computerization of financial procedu¡es such as accounts receivableþayable, and order

processing.

It is encouraging to note the strong adoption of an organizational computer

system in all sizes of the manufacturing sector. After all, the top level of a company

must be supportive of new technologies at both the information and part handling

stages of automation with hands-on understanding of the benefits that computers can

have on quick, and responsive management of critical facts and figures. Obtaining top

level management support for initial AMS integration is important in overcoming

barriers to technological change.

4.3.2 Information Transfer From Design to Manufacturing

Computers possess the ability to quickly acquire, correlate, and transmit

data to and from centers of knowledge. Va¡ious a¡eas of the organization can beneñt

from them because of the ability to act quickly on computer accessed information

regarding real-time operations.

Figures 8 and 9 compare the percentages of utilization of va¡ious computer-

based data management functions, Both Figures 8 and 9 show trends of decreasing

order of application from large to small manufacturen regarding the utilization of all six

computer-assisted ha¡dware and software applications.
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4,3,2,1 Departmental Microcomputers

The evolution of the microcomputer has brought new information handling

capabilities to all deparments of an organization. The low cost, small processing times

and more than adequate data storage capacity provide word processing, spread sheets,

job costing, sales forecasting, staffing, and custom software packages such as

graphical representations able to compose various detailed cha¡s and tables fo¡

professional presentation of data for department managers and penonnel.

In our suwey, 887o of large manufacturers, 60% of medium, a¡d 357o of

the small sized respondents indicated that application of the cost effective

microcomputer brings to life un¡ealized levels of personnel productivity. Employing

the microcomputer as a departrnental timesaver exceeds other information handling

appücations outlined as shown in Fig. 8. However, the microcompuær is strictly a tool

enabling quick and responsive management of data. Other attributes of information

management outlined are strictly methods or concepts of organizing and standardizing

data. CAD, CAPP, MRP and Group Technology represent fundamental techniques to

the manufacturing environment, but the computer integrates a wide spectrum of

information not possible before computer technology.

4.3,2.2 Computer Aided Design

Figures 8 and 9 indicate that large manufacture¡s seem to be more

experienced users of autom¡tion. CAD technology applications follow this rend.

Industry publications in Canada have been quoted as saying computer-

aided-design is the highest utilized AMS computer technology, reaching upper limits of

70Vo usage (6). Results of our survey support this statement since CAD established an

overall 607o usage by all described industry manufacturers. This utilization figure was

the highest of all computer-aided information systems outlined in the survey.

The numbers shown in Figure 9 reveal a closer equality amongst all sizes of

the respondents regarding CAD implementations. Computer-Aided De sign increases
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the quality and generation of part design drawings, while establishing a drawing

database quickly accessible for modifying old drawings for new jobs, or engineering

changes initiated at the shop floor, or in engineering.

4.3.2.2.L The Input of Factory Personnel in New Systems

Factory floor operators and supervisors taking an active part in rhe

continuous operations of production can have a significant impact on a part's

producability as well as inroducing more efficient methods to perform operations and

handling of information. The suwey asked advanced manufacturers, who, in their

organization, initiated new technologies and whether factory operators actively

participate in the operations of new systems. Values shown in Fig. 10 display

encouraging ¡esults from all levels of the manufacturing organization regarding

initiation and on-going input. Management must establish a ci-rcle of participation

amongst all employees so as to permit the exchange of ideas leading to a more

productive and profitable working environment.

4.3.2.3 Materials Requirements Planning

Lower utilizations of MRP depicted in Fig. 8 illust¡ates that although the

maturity of MRP " off the shelf' software packages is reaching a peak, advanced

manufacturers are not adopting the production control system at a high rate.

MRP has far-reaching effects on a¡eas of inventory control, production

planning and materials management. The need for integrating scheduling, bill of

materials, and inventory conEol often handled independently of one another within a

company's infra-structure may reflect the low rate of inroduction of MRP systems.

Achieving a cohesive unit from top management to design and manufacturing

engineering, enabling system integration, is so often a roadblock to the successful

transfer of technology.

Indusrial experiences and documentation have shown that manufacturers

purchasing MRP packages tend to believe it is simply a turn-key system that requires

no more than a computer, and a power outlet! Manufacturers must not be d¡awn into
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the mistaken belief that automation corresponds to elimination of human intervention.

Exchanges between new technologies and employees is essential to the operation of
new systems.

4,3.2.4 Computer-Aided Process Planning

Standardizing shop floor operations containing labour standards, routings,

tooling and process descriptions in a computer database has a significant impact on the

timeliness of relaying information between the factory and the manufacturing

department critical to production. Figure 8 reveals a strong application of CAPP by

large manufacturers with very little by the other two groups. Computer-Aided kocess

Planning is a critical facet of information handling tasls emphasizing future application

by smaller manufacnuers.

4.3.2.5 Technology's Effects on Employees

Further testimony to the necessity of human interaction with technology is

the survey's results pertaining to the net effect of introducing new sysiems on

employment documenting by showing an overall increase in management and

engineering levels. Japanese experiences with factories of the futu¡e have shown the

world that the changing dimension of work roles, and not the elimination of jobs results

from application of new technolo g1es, 77 Vo of the respondents indicated they had to re-

train workers, and 43Vo noted they actually hired new wo¡kers with the inroduction of

office o¡ factory automation. (see Fig. 11) Operators, replaced on the shop floor by

robots and NC machines, are often reEained to help support mechanisms to new

information and part handling systems in the following possible capacities:

Progranming

Monitoring (i.e. tools, coolant, accuracy of program.)

Part to Fixture loading/unloading

Integrating with material handling devices

Diagnostics

Accessing of information

Ð

ü)

üi)

iv)

v)

vi)
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F]GURE 11
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vü) Machinemaintenance

vüi) Feeding expert system knowledge into computers, and machine controllers.

4 ,3 ,2.6 Factory/Office Communications Network

The increase in computets, and the tremendous information flow generated

demands an effective traffic controller. Networking of computers between shop floor

wo¡kcenters and office departments provides a communication link benveen production

processes and data management systems in real-time. Monitoring machines and

processes, tracking work-in-process and labou¡, as well as transmitting pary'process

changes, and critical production control information (i.e. schedule dates, inventory on

hand) are all applications using a communications technology that has quickly evolved

from the matudty of computers and factory automation. Technology, like research, is

an evolution in itself that creates new and exciting ideas that may be used to expand

upon systems leading to integrated manufacnring.

In line with trends being established, utilization of communications

networking of computers in both the factory and office by medium and small sized

fi¡ms are quite low, 21.Vo nd 22Eo respectrvely overall. This result is only logical

because of the wimessed lowe¡ introductions of computer-assisted AMS applications

by the small producer correlating with a lowe¡ demand for networking of fewer

computer and equipment wo¡kcenters. As manufacturers' usage of computers

increases, so will the need for a communications network able to move information

quickly and cheaply to a growing number of knowledge centers located laterally and

venically throughout the company.

Laying the Foundation for Factory Floor Processes and Data

Acquisition

Through computer control, many manual modes of information and part

handling can be automated to increase the productivity and quality of managing

operations.

4.4
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4.4.L Group Technology

The fundamental link between the tr,vo a¡eas of automation, both for

information, as well as part handling, is provided by group technology, or GT. GT

utilizes the commonalities in part designs, processes, and tooling information to flrst

configure part families, and secondly, the plant layout that optimizes material and

worker flow based on the family of parts being produced. Group technology exploits

the fundamental industrial engineering technique of plant layout and standardization of

manufacruring atributes to increæe plant-wide productivity.

4.4.2 Cell Technology

The development of automated guided vehicles has brought about the

concept of cell technology, Cell technology (or CÐ is simply an extension of group

technology, offering the manufacturer more flexibility because ofthe accessibility to an

automated material handling system. V/ork cells processing specified part groupings

can change from period to period due to flexibility of bottr the AGV and in-cell machine

automation.

Although cell technology represents a very new concept in the physical

distribution of machinery and handling devices on the factory floor, our survey results

indicate that 337o of the large manufacturers, ot ll.SVo of the overall sample have

adopted the new technique. Figures on the employment of AGV's by firms of ¡he same

size is 30Vo. The correlation between the rwo applications is almost equal, but

misunderstanding of the true meaning of cell technology on behald of the respondents

may have had a impact on the high utilization rate, Cetls, or groupings of machinery,

operations/processes, and material handling devices are often formed based on the

generation of part families.

Ftgure 12 reveals that the usage of $oup technology and the formation of pan

families is very low. Overall, only l,SVo a¡d 7 ,3Vo of the advanced manufactu¡ers

responding have inroduced either GT or part families respectively. These two

manufacturing techniques prduce a simple logical approach to standardizing and
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improving factory productivity for even the very smallest of companies. It is possible

th4t ambiguity may have been a factor in the high utilization of ceil technology replacing

what is actually group technology, or strictly pan family deveiopment.

4.4,3 Bar Code Technology

Bar Code Technology and part family classifications integ¡ate with the

group technology concepl Bar coding is a means of acquiring real-time data of work-

in-process by means of standa¡dized computer-read symbols in order to update

production conFol. The faster and more eff,rcient in-process pans and labour can be

tracked, coded, and Eansmitted to critical centers of knowledge, the quicker more

responsive decisions can be made regarding the dynamics of the production

environment. Quicker decision-making means a reduction in bottlenecks and ultimately

increased customer service levels through shorter production time.

Without automated data acquisition capabilities, the advanced manufacturing

system will not be achieved (30). Based on the simplistic f¡amework of group

technology, and part groupings, codes are developed that correspond to each part

group. A code characterizes a physical or process attribute of a pan family. The codes

are integrated with standa¡d bar codes and ba¡ code readers are used to interpret the

codes and corresponding part family, for the cental computer processor.

. Figures show that 337o of large manufacturers, or ll.57o of the entire

sample have introduced bar coding to track work-in-process and labour. The difference

between bar coding on the shop floor and group technology adoption (ll,4%o vs.

1.57o) shows a lack of integration between the two technologies. Group Technology is

an essential framework before automatic data acquistion on the shop floor. Bar coding

used in warehousing applications for conrolling either raw materials, in-process, or

finished inventory showed a usage of 16.67o for large manufacnuers, or 67o of the

respondents. Inventory and tool crib conrol play an important role in daily production

operations, and bar code technology can easily integrate into these functions of shop

floor control,
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4.4 ,4 Computer-Aided Facilities Planning

Plant layout, or facilities planning lies at the heart of group technology. The

development of computer graphics technology has provided the manufacturer a new

medium for transposing an old engineering concept. Plant layout has been used for

years in the manufacturing industry to try and capnre the optimal layout of equipment

and worker integration to meet production requirements. Computer-Aided-Design

(CAD) systems enjoy a high utilization ràte o'f. 67Eo by the Advanced Cmadian MW&M

sector surveyed, but the use of CAD for alternate applications, such as facilities

planning, has evidently not ocurred at the same rate. Figure 12 shows that only 2170 of

large, 5.57o of medium, and 47¿ of sm¿ll manufacture¡s have utilized CAD systems for

purposes of simulating plant layouts (1070 of respondonts).

Computer graphics gives the manufactu¡er the ability of simulating the

physical layout of the plant corresponding to different workcenter and process

groupings so as to optimize material flow through the plant. When evaluating the effect

of new products on plant resou¡ces the use of computer graphics to clearly illustrate

changes necessary to accompany new products, can mean the difference between cost-

effective production of part groupings.

GT, CT, part families, bar coding, and computer-assisted facilities planning

illustrate how various applications of AMS technologies can be integrated achieve

optimum resuls. Unfornrnately, resulß indicate a low utllization of these fundamental

and quite available technologies by the respondents,

4 ,5 NC/CNC Machine Centres

Advanced manufacnring technologies centered a¡ound the automation of

part handling (e.9. NC machinery and robtics) have witnessed a faster acceptance than

that of computer-assisted information handling. With growth in microprocessors,

computers and support softwa¡e development, a new dimension has been added to the

realm of automated part handling, off line programming, and adaptive feedback

controls.
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For purposes of standa¡dization, the suwey did not attempt to identify

differences between NC, CNC, and DNC operated machinery. Historically,

numerically controlled machinery was the frrst to step towards automating machining

operations. Programming of the various parts to be machined was performed off-site

on punched tape. This form of communications with the machine was slow in

processing time, limited in complexity of part designs, and generated a significant

amount of tape for each part produced. As NC technology matured, CNC and DNC

conffols entered the picture, Computer numerically controlled, and distributed

numerical control have utilized a maturing communications technology to generate and

transmit part programs to the machine's controller. New adaptive and feedback

controls for monitoring processes in real-time have been established coupled with

greater nuchining flexibiïty allowing greater part complexity also.

4.5.1 Utilization of NC/CNC Machine Operations

Of the three machining operations listed in the suwey, the usage of mills

exceeded all others. Figure 13 shows that 80Vo of large manufacturers, 37 Vo of

medium and 627o of small respondents have installed N9CNC milling machines. The

high utilization by small producers of NC/CNC machinery is opposite to the low values

for information management technologies (i.e. CAD, CAPP, MRP, Networking).

Milling represents the most cornmon machining operation, and small frms buying NC

equipment would tend to invest in hardware that suits their most common operation.

The low use of NC/CNC drills, (637o of large, 57o of medium , and ÙVo of small

producen) points to the fact that milling and drilling a¡e often performed on the same

machine as opposed to having dedicated machinery for drilling operations. The higher

percentage of large manufacturers using NÇCNC drills is indicative of the maturity of

numerically controlled machinery. The trend is now towa¡ds machining centers where

a number of opøations (i.e. milling, drilling, boring) are performed to increase uptime

of machinery, and reduce setup times. Larger manufacturers who are established as

more experienced users of automation, as suwey results have indicated, have tended to

introduce AMS technologies earlier, supporting the higher use of traditionally dedicated

NC drilling operations. EDM machinery performing material removal operations
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similar to a lathe is tlpically used in tool-making, and less for mainstream production.

Numbers shown in Fig. 13 support this statement indicating a low utilization of these

machines (307o, I0.5Vo and 47o tespectively amongst large, medium, and small

respondents).

The very low utilizations of NC/CNC flame cutters, punch presses and

læers cutters reported indicate a strong focus on milling, drilling and turning operations

within the Canadian MW&M sector. The suwey did not address the numbe¡ of axes

each machine possesses. A machine's abiliry to machine more complex parts at lower

costs is directly related to the numbe¡ of axes, or movements of machine tools and

wo¡k tables. Industry studies have shown Canada to be only a"2 7/2 axes" machining

nation. This signiñcantly impedes greater machine performance and productivity (24).

4.5,2 Automated Tool Changing

Integration of automared tool changing capabilities with NC machinery is

critical to the efficiency of a machine center. Machine downtime and setup times a¡e

directly affected by an automated tool magazine or carousel close to the machine or

manufacturing cell. Today's NC/CNC machines come with the option of automated

tool changing with a magazine offering a number of tools stored on-site. Many

experienced users of NC equipment using older machines without the presence of
automated tool changing capabilities either develop in-house quick change tooling

procedures for both manually operated and NC machinery, o¡ establish tooling

ca¡ousels accessible ma¡rually or by a robot within a machining cell.

Tooling carousels integrated with a handling robot can be more cost-

effective than equipping each NC/CNC machine with individual automated tool

changes. Using group technology concepts, a number of machines may be grouped

around a ca¡ousel permitting a robot to load tools into each machine's chucking

devices. Such a configuration puts more stress on the communications network

between the hardwa¡e components of a workcell and i¡creases the need for local-area-

networks.
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Significant differences between the use of automated tool changing and

NC/CNC equipment i¡ all sizes of manufacturen was indicated. Figure 13 shows the

comparison between these two sources of potential integration. It is evident from the

figure that many producers do not possess automated tool changing capabilities. This

results in increases in machine downtime and setup costs associated with NC machines.

Once again, integration could play a signiñcant role in achieving maximum productivity

out of each step of automation. Without systems integration, new technologies fall

short of their potential.

4.6 Robotics

The term "industrial robor" has been defined as a "reprogrammable multi-

functional manipulator designed to move objects through vadable programmed motions

for the performance of a variety of usks" (27).

As the robot gains more recognition in the manufacturing environment, the

variety of tasks are becoming mo¡e diverse. Like many technologies, the experience

obtained from initial introductions provides the user with the leaming tools and ideas

necessary to tap new sources of applications. Since the mid 1970's when robotics

came onto the scene of Canadian manufacturing, approximately 1400 robots have been

installed in a variety of industries (24). The automobile industry makes up a large

pe¡centage of robot users. Material handling and pro€ess applications have formed the

largest percentage of robotic usage in the past, but assembly and quality control a¡eas

are beginning to take shape as larger factories trim down to "assembly orientated"

operations, and manufactu¡es pushes for greater quality. (See Fig, 14).

Ffgure 15 shows the relationship between assembly, process, material

handling, and quality conrol applications found from the results of the survey. Twelve

percent of the respondents have inEoduced a robot into their assembly operations, This

parallels present industrial staristical uends as larger plants downscale to "assembly

oriented" operations. Of the total 39 robots inuoduced by the 75 manufacturers, 457o

were process-based,2\Vo in material handli ng,207o in assembly andTVo in the a¡ea of
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F IGURE 1¿{

Robot Applications:
Canada, 1977 - 85:3

LEGENO

lA
!B
lc
ED

Applications code:

A parts and material handling

B: tool handling and. process applications (including welding,
spray painling, grinding, polishing and deburrin!)

G: testlng and insp€cl¡on

D: assembly
Onlario lnnovation and Technology Division Survey, 1gg5,
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quality conEol. The ¡ealm of robotic use is dominated solely by the large malufacturer

group indicating that smaller companies do not feel they have the knowledge or

confidence to utilize a robot effectively. Although today's transfer of robotic

technology into the worþlace has been much simplified, the smaller producrion shops

must begin to treat a robot like any other machine so that its benefits of increased

productivity, higher consisænt quality and repeatabiliry are recognized.

4.7 A ufomatic Ha¡dlin€: and Storage of Mafe¡ials in the Planf

4.7.1 Getting Started: Conveyors, Overhead Rails and AGVrs

Moving and storing materials either locally or throughout the plant in an

efficient manner has positive effects on the enti¡e manufacturing process. Getting raw

materials, work in-process and finished goods to and f¡om workcentres on time

increases workcenter uptime and reduces in-process inventory. The introduction of

computer-aided controls and programmability to the movement of overhead ¡ails and

conveyor systems coupled with automated guided vehicles (AGV) provide the

manufac$¡er with potentially greaæ¡ material handling performance.

Survey results indicated a low utlization of automâted conveyors, overhead

rail systems, and AGVs, as well as other means of managing the movement of parts

and mâterials. 30Vo of luge manufacture¡s have specified the introduction of AGV's to

date with no such specification given by medium and small producers. Only 19Vo of

the "large" sector have employed auomaæd conveyoñr.

4.7 .2 Automated Storage/Retrieval Systems

The arrival of the automated storage retrieval system (AS/RS) in the late

1970's and early 1980's and integration of the warehouse to the factory floor did have

its pluses, but the high hardware costs of stacker cranes, tracking and plant

reorganizations have to be considered. Today, with the high cost of carrying large

inventories in the factory and the effo¡ts being put into producing just-in-time, the large

AS/RS's of yesterday are losing their applicability within the production setting.

Suwey findings show that 2l7o of. the larger firms or only 87o of all 75 respondents
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have applied the AS/RS to shop floor operations. However, the full-blown AS/RS wiil

no doubt continue to find a home in dedicated wa¡ehousing operations.

It should b€ noted that smaller systems such as tooling carousels, and locai

fixture storage cenEes ca¡ be used effectively to reduce machine centre setup costs.

4.8 Ouality Assurance on the Factory Floor

Highly competitive domestic and intemational markets, coupled with

increasing consume¡ demands have led to corporate goals of a low cost, high quality

producer.

From a plant-wide perspective, each a¡ea of production must achieve

prescribed quality levels before moving the work-in-process forward. In order to

automate one process, or facet of production, it is important that in-coming consistent

quality be obtained so that the new automated hardwa¡e can perform a particular

operation accurately without problems. To illustrate this, consider a 40 year old punch

press producing lift a¡ms for an industrial tractor buckeL The lift arms are taken to the

welding a¡ea where other components are welded onto the rwo arms, If a robot we¡e

inroduced into the welding process enabling greater productivity and quality, the

configuration of the arms would have to be 1007o consistent so that the robot's

program welds the proper seam each and every time. Developments of vision systems

integrating with robotic installations would reduce such a problem, but involves higher

costs and still another leaming curve for the small ¡¡¡1uf¿çnue¡ to over€ome.

4.8.1 Utílization of Automated Quality Hardware

The effect of automation has even reached the realm of quality assurance.

Coordinated measuring machines, vision systems, sensors and lasers all make up the

family of automated instruments dedicated to improving product quality. Figure 16

shows the scope of quality conrol applications the suwey respondents have introduced

to date. Usage of coordinate measuring machines (C.M.M) amounted to 30Vo of all75

manufacturers. A breakdown within the three group sizes was: 6.77o Læge, l6Vo
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medium and 87o small Only four introductions of vision systeûìs were repofied.

The relatively higher level of C.M.M. application reported can be atributed

to the even higher levels of NC/CNC machinery usage as previously outlined. A

logical route to automation beckons the call for C.M.M.Â.{C integration. In an effort to

machine highly complex and precise parts through introduction of NC/CNC machinery,

a manufactu¡er wants to monitor the qualiry of these parts coming out of machine

centres. Numerically conEolled machinery does not replace the operator, and problems

can still arise due to tool, coolant, fÏxture and pa¡t pro$am problems. To minimize

these problems and make sure part defects are caught where they originate, linking a

coordinate measuring machine to NC/CNC hardware will ensure quality is achieved

before moving on to other factory locations or to the customei. Data feedback from the

C.M.M. can be accessed by various areas of the factory to monitor and take co¡rective

action on operational problems.

Vision Technology offers a replacement to the human eye enabling accuate

examination of finished work-in-process such as assembling a window to a car, or

tracking a seam for an arc weld. Vision systems are reaching manufacturing and

financial flexibility, but still represents a whole new world of technology to the

inexperienced users of flexible automation.

4.9 Senson Technology

Sensors play a key role in process automation, quality control, pan

verification and shop floor data acquisition. Ranging from semi-onductors reacting to

environmental conditions, ulEasonic sensors for measuring distances without physical

contact signalling the arrival of parts to a workcell, or optical and tactile sensors used

for positioning and dimensioning work-in-process! sensors can provide a simple

solution to a shop floor problem: the attainment of real-time control over process flow,

acquisition of production data and monitoring in-process quality, all assisting system

integration.

Sensor technology usage as indicated by the survey was negligible,
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revealing that advanced manufacturers of all sizes in the Canadian MW&M secto¡

employ neither basic nor more advanced sensor applications to help attain real-time

control feedback. This may be attributed to the lack of new technologies introduced in

Canada to-date needing the potential support of a sensor, or ignorance on the part of

manufacturers regarding sensor devices.

4 . 10 Summarv of AMS Technology Usagg

This section of the thesis has illusrated, in some detail, the usage of the

wide spectrum of AMS technologies, and thei¡ applications in the Canadian

manufacturing environment. It was important to outline the roles automation of
information and part handling play in the evolution of computer integrated

manufac ruring (CIM).

Survey results have con-firmed what has been documented in manufacturing

media publications: large manufacturers are indeed on the forefront of technology

application. However, it is encouraging to see the computer is being intoduced to

some extent by sm¡ller p¡cducers to aid in developing information handling tasks. The

utilization of computer technology and the resulting ability to acquire, transmit and

correlate data effeciently at the organizational level lays the groundwork needed fo¡

entering the world of factory automation. Automaæd part handling applications, except

for NC machinery, were quite low in the case of small and medium sized manfacnrers.

With large plants changing their focus of operations to the assembly of end-

products, the shift of work to the smaller factories will have a significant impact on the

adoption of AMTechnologies by smaller sized fìnns. A new level of competitiveness,

coupled with high demands on quality from manufacturers in the midst of factory

automation will become a reality for Canada's small plants. It is hoped that the birth of
research studies focusing on identifying a logical route to integraæd manufacturing will
provide the leaming tools necessary for Canada's small companies in thei¡ competitive

struggle for survival and growth.
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SEOUENTIAL STEPS A EAß___OE AMS

IMPLEÀ4E¡TIAIIONS

Comoanv Size

Small Medium Large

1.65 1.7 2.5

83 80 76

This section of the paper analyzes the suwey's resuits pertaining to the

sequence of steps towards automation that have b€en taken by the three sizes of

Canadian MW&M producers. The illusration will provide for a better understanding

of the integrarion process being taken by manufacturers to date or to the lack thereof.

knportance is given to the year of each new technology application so as to document a

relationship between the maturity of these æchnologies versus the time of inuoduction.

5. I Management Information Systems

The results regarding the introduction of management information systems

show a decreasing sequence or oder of application from large to sm¡ll ¡sspo¡ds¡¡s 6vs¡

an increasing timeframe. The table below shows the relationship between order and

year of MIS introductions.

TABLE I
THE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

AVG. ORDER

AVG.YEAR

The invene ¡elationship beween year and steps taken can be directly related

to the growth of the comiputer age, and the increasing capabilities of smaller and smaller

computers. It is very imponant to note that although the larger sized survey

respondents have been confirmed as the mo¡e experienced users of AMS technologies,

on average, the smaller firrns have infoduced the corporate level of computer-assisted

data management before their larger counterparts did. Such results can be associated

with the maturing rates of computers in recent years and the necessity to get top
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management actively involved in the tra¡sfer of new technologies as part of new

co¡porate objectives.

5.2 Informalion hansfer From Design to Manufacturing

The extraordinary developments in recent years relating to microcomputer

and graphics technology, the costs and capabilities, have opened the doors to greater

productivity and quality to a much wider group of producers.

The use of the microcomputer as a productivity enhancer of company

departments has evidently grown d¡amatically. Suwey numbers shows a trend similar

to that of MIS applications. The order of microcomputer introductions decreases from

5.5 for large producers to 3.7, and 2.5 for medium and small manufacturers

respectively. Year of application ranged from 1983 to 1985 to 1983.5 for the three

sizes of advanced Canadian MW&M industrialists. The average year of application are

near to the.present due to the slower development of microcomputer technology gaining

a cost-effective and highly capable meurs of manipulating data,

Figure 17 documents the growth of the microcomputer from the origins of

the IBM PC and Apple tr to today's advanced models. Lnportance must be given to the

increase in performance coupled with a decreasing cost. With the d¡ive for real-time

production diagnostics, microcomputer operating systems have also witnessed a

Eemetrdous growth to the development of present-day real-time operating systems.

Thei¡ ever-increasing performance makes them very appropriate for the factory floor

and for a wide variety of potential uses.

Other computer-assisted information management tasks shown in Table 2

reveal simila¡ trends to microcomputer adaptation.. An inverse relationship between

sequence and year of introduction is documented in Table 2. The relationship shows

that the larger and more experienced manufach¡ren are inde.ed appllng the computer to

the manufacnuing setting fi$t, but at a later order of application than that of the medium

and small producers.
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It is common knowledge that automated hardwa¡e for part handling tasks

has matured quicker than that of computer technology. NC machinery, and robotic

installations came to the forefront of practical application to the user before the age of

computers and support software became user-friendly on a wide scale. V/ithout user-

friendly software packages integrating with computer ha¡dware for use in a wide

variety of manufacturing techniques, a continual growth in manufacturing acceptånce as

shown in Table 2 would not have ocur¡ei.

The ability of a computer today to easily interact with users represents an

excellent opportunity for those Canadian manufactu¡ers considering new technologies

as a means to cost-effectively manage hformation and factory floor processes.

TABLE 2
COMPUTER ASSISTED INFORMATION HANDLING

APPLICATION

CAD

CAPP

MRP

FACTORY
NETWORKING

OFFICE
NETltrORKING

COMPANY SIZE
SMALL MEDIIJM LARGE

YR. ORDER YR. ORDER YR. ORDER

86 3 84 4.3 82.5 s.5

852.5834826
86 2.5 83 5.5 81 4.5

843854.5837

86s

5. 3 Layin& the Groundrrork for Facto¡y EloorProcesses and Data

Acouisition

Table 3 points out the domination of data acquisition and shop floor layout

concepts by large manufacutu¡ers of the survey respondents.

85
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FIGURE 17

Microcomputer Growth: (Cost and Performance)
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TABLE 3
DATA ACQUTSTTION AND FACTORY FLOOR LAYOUTS

APPLICATION

CELLTECHNOLOGY

GROUPTECHNOLOGY O

PARTFAMILIES O

BARCODING O

IN-PROCESS

COMPANY SIZE
SMAII MEDIIJM LARGE

YR. ORDER YR. ORDER YR. ORDER

0084.57
0 0 87 11

0

0

0

0

87

0

6838
0 85.5 I

BARCODTNG 0 0 0 0 86.5 10
WAREHOUSING
û.n/. coNTRoL

CA FACILITIES O O 86 8 83 6
PLANNING

.Group Technology represents a fundamental link between automated

information and part handling or data management systems and factory floor

workcentres. Using common databases either stored manually or in computer-aided

process planning, part families and the corresponding physical layout of work cells are

formulated. Computer-aided facilities planning can be used to graphically display

possible workcell configurations while Bar Coding is used to track developed part

famiJies through production.

Table 3 reveals that the order of intoduction for the few advanced MVy'&M

manufacture¡s that have introduced these very important AMS technologies were

adopted towa¡ds the end of their present sequential application. Howeve¡, a logical

approach to the standardization of processes (time standards, tooling, fixtures,

routings, operations) carried through to the factory in the form ofplant layouts and bar

code technology would introduces both informational and part handling tasks early in

the sequence of integrated manufacturing,

The fragmented sequence of AMS applications by the suwey's respondents
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makes us question the motives for each inroduction. Referring back to the interviews,

revealed that most of the nine producers consulted introduced each facet of new

technology on a NEED basis without serious consideration given to how the application

would integrate with existing, as well as future proposals. Each new technology

introduced must buiÌd upon the previous one, helping develop the leaming skills and

education required to properly integrate a¡eas of office information management to

factory floor operations. Planning out the process of systems integration will inevitably

ease the transfer of technology into the organization.

TABLE 4
NC MACHINERY

COMPAI.IY SIZE
SMALL MEDIUM

YR. ORDER YR. ORDER

83 1.3 81 2.6

APPLICATION

MIII
LAT¡IE

DRILL

EDM

AUTOMATEDTOOL
CHANGING

8t 1.5

00
00

LARGE
YR. ORDER

78 2.3

794
78.5 4

84

81 3.5

824

792
00
824
876

5,4 NC/CNLMachine,CenIret

Machining processes are predominant in the MW&M industry sector

resulting in a high usage of NC machine technology (607o of survey respondents).

Due to this fact and the rise of NC machinery il the early stages of advanced

manufacturing, both order and year of introductions were found to be quite early in

relation with other topic areas. Milling, the most prevalent machining process (617o

utilization) reveals the earliest timeframe, as well as the earliest sequence of application

of all machine operations. The following relationships rrere found.

Because most MW&M producer's ope¡ations cenEe a¡ound machining, and

coupled with the maturity of NC machinery easing the process of technology transfer
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into the factory, resulß show smaller manufacturers a¡e looking at CNC/ltlC machinery

as the initial step into flexible manufacturing.

When considering the automation of a company function to meet strategic

objectives, management typically focuses on an operation that represents a large

proportion of overall operating costs. Introducing numerically controlled machinery to

the factory reduces machine setup costs and downtime, while increasing pan

production flexibility which may give the ability to produce a part at a lower cost than

their competitors.

Although the corporate culture of North American businesses, particularily

manufacturing are predominandy driven by finance and ma¡keting (10), smaller firms

(1-75 employees) ænd to put more emphasis on production operations due to the scaled

down levels of management restricting the vertical movement of innovative ideas and

awareness concerning manufacturing related functions. As shown earlier, the larger

organizations of the suwey's respondents have introduced corporate-level management

information systems before that of NC machine technology. This undenco¡es the sales

and finance orientation of Canada's lãger finns,

Analyzing the suwey's findings from a company-size viewpoint has helped

illustrate that not only the maturity of automaæd part and data management technologies

has played a role in the sequence of application, but that the corporate structtrre has an

impact on how management \¡/ill choose to spend up-front capital on computer-assisted

ha¡dwa¡e and softwa¡e. The o¡der of automated tool changing capabilities with relation

to NC machine wo¡kcentres is quite similar. Such a result indicates an excellent

integration effect between the two inroductions.

5.5 Roboti cs

The tasks of a robot on the shop floor has grown in dimension. Industry

studies have shown the origin of robotics in began the material and tool handling

applications. A greater emphasis on end-product quality, coupled with the slimmed
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down operations of larger plants (the costs of producing products from material

forming to machining, fabrication, painting and finally assembly have proven high,

forcing decentralization of plants a¡d dedicated facilities for particular production

operations) has widened the scope of robotic applications.

From Table 5, material handling applications show the ea¡liest sequence of

robot use, six, by the 75 advanced manufacrurers. Origins of robotics for purposes of

material, part, and tool handling in the factory setting suppoft these results (24). T'he

higher order of implementation for both assembly and quâlity purposes, 8.5 and 10

respectively, is consistant with growing factory assembly operations and the push for

higher quality products. The sequential order of robotic installations show important

positive signs conceming the integration of more fundamental material handling tasks to

processes such as as painting and welding, to assembly and quality control functions.

Quality must, and no doubt will be a greater part of a manufacturer's production

philosophies, thus leading to more robotic innovations. It must be kept in mind that

technology transfer will only take place on a broad scale when extemal information

sources (universities, govemment resea¡ch centres, consultants) ease the ransfer of

new technologies into applicable areas of operations. This will be particularily

imponant for the smaller organizations without readily available internal expertise and

financial resources.

TABLE 5
ROBOTS ON THE MOVE

COMPANY SZE
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

YR. ORDER YR. ORDER YR. ORDER
APPLICATION

MATERIALHANDLING

ASSEMBLY

FABzuCATION

PAINTING

QUALITYCONTROL

86.5 4 84.5 6

86 6 8s 8.s

00
00
00
00
00

854858
00858
0085 10
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5.O

Figure 18 shows how the respondents have utilized available govemment

pro$ams and consultants for transferring technology into the workplace. It is very

important that companies, particularly smaller ones, recognize that financial and

technical assistrnce is available for implementing new technologies. The suwey failed

to identify vendor technological support. (quite prevalent today particulariy for

distribution of automated information and part handling systems).

Figure 18 points out that 45Vo of the manufacturing $oup have used

consultants in both system design and implementation, as well as in training. Only

34.57o of the respondents utilized govemment programs for raining and a surprisingly

low 97o accessed funding from the government. It seems thus, that manufactu¡ers

must either be made aware of available assistance, or made to put aside selfish attitudes

that block outside help for system integration. Government and other external forces

on the other hand, must increase the profile of available programs, and develop a wider

scope of computer knowledge-based cenres, coupled with closer relationships betwe€n

governments, consultants, universities and vendors with the end users of automation.

5.7 Handling and Storinp Material On The Factorv Floor

Material handling in the factory includes storing of in-process parts and raw

materials between sûorage and workcenEes. The different modes of transporøtion and

storagefetrieval methods outlined in the survey can play a local or plant-wide function.

The following figures are representative of the suwey's results showing the o¡der and

year of automated material handling applications.
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TABLE 6
SHOPTLOOR MATERIAL HANDLI¡LG

APPLICATION

AGV

COI.I\¡EYOR SYSTEM

RAILSYSTEM

AS/RS

SMALL
YR. ORDER

COMPANY SIZE
MEDIIJM

YR. ORDER
LARGE

YR. ORDER

000086 10

0000784
0000857
0000838

5.7 .l Automated Guided Vehicles

The AGV represents state-of-the-art måterial handling in the factory. In an

effort to achieve flexibililty in transporting work-in-process via computer control

throughout the plant, AGV technology has given the manufactu¡er a new means of

getting parts to critical areas of production efficiently and defect-free (17). The large

manufacturer group of the 75 respondents began to implement the AGV as one of their

last inroductions to factory automation.

5,7.2 Conveyer Transport

A conveyor in its many forms has had a long standing in ransporting

materials through the manufacturing worþlace. With the addition of the

microcomputer and modem motor d¡ives, conveyors can be easily integrated with local

flexible manufacturing cells and other shop floor processes. Of the material

hanclling/sorage retrieval applications lisæd, the conveyor system gave the lowest orde¡

and year of inroduction. This is a di¡ect result of the conveyor's maturity level in the

factory.

5.1 .3 Overhead Rail Systems

The overhead rail system, Iike the conveyor, provides a traditional means of

carrying materials. Primary material handling through a plant via an overhead rail
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system utilizes typically unused overhead space as compared to a floor-mounted

conveyo¡ or AGV system. Rails may be easily added or taken away as floor layouts

change due to product and process changes. Flexibility is an excellent attribute of an

overhead system. As the figures show, the application of computer-controlled rail

systems ocurred in a much later time frame and sequence as compared to that of the

conveyof.

5.1 ,4 Automated Storage/Retrieval Systems

Two conside¡ations surround the role of AS/RS's in the manufacturing

setting, the first being the reduction of inventory sufficiently so as not to require

dedicated high density storage and retrieval, and the second being an inevitable volume

of inventory requiring conEolled management of strorage and rerieval of goods.

A conflict of interest has arisen in most recent times surrounding long term

manufacturing planning to achieve JTI inventory practices. Just-In-Time theories hope

to ¡educe the amount of on-hand materials at any one time, thus freeing up useable

capital and space. The counterpart to this discussion is the reasoning regarding

unavoidable inventory levels at some stage of production demånding an efñcient means

of controlling the input and output of stored materials. Importance must be given to

information handling applications like Materials Requirements Planning (MRP) for

scheduling , and expediting arrivals and departu¡es of ¡aw materials, work-in-process,

and inventories of finished goods.

5.7.5 The Diversity of Material Handling in the Future Factory

Figure 19 shows how an AGV, conveyor, and overhead rail system may be

integrated with an AS/RS and wo¡kcells. All three methods of transport a¡e used

locally and cenrally to move different phases of materials into and out of a simulated

facory. Whether a primary mode of plant material handling is by forklift ruck or state-

of+he-a¡t AGV, all methods of uansporting pans can be used at different stages of
operations. The simulated factory shows a rail system being used in the warehousing

facility to retrieve materials and in wo¡kcell #2 to move a robot for loading machine

parts. The conveyor moves raw materials and finished parts to the shippingteceiving
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area as well as locally at each workcell to load and unload parts, while the central AGV

system routes parts to all workcentres. This illustration shows the importance of

utilizing a material handling application suitable to a specific process or area of

operation,

5. I Ouality Assurance on the Factory Floor

Tougher marketplaces are placing an increasingly growing value on product

quality. A manufacture¡'s ability to control quality quickly and efficiently, while

offering feedback of critical results can help make faster decisions in problem areas

causing defective parts. An on-line defect reporting system is an imponant factor in

taking corrective action in problem areas throughout the plant. Introduction of the

microcomputer on the shop floor is an important tool for maintaining real-time defect

reporting as aII departnents may have direct information about quality problems relating

to their operation and take quick corrective action.

Application of shop floor hardware dedicated to quality control is a logical

step after the introduction of automated machinery dedicated to prevalent shop floor

processes. A manufacturer needs to check in-process quality at the source of initial

operations to assure that pan quality is carried through the planf

5. 8. I The Coordinate Measuring Machine Backing Up NC Machine

Technology

Development of the coordinate measuring machine to probe part

configurations automatically evolved alongside NC. As increased part complexity and

flexibility is noted at the machine centre, the awareness of part quality and benefits

potentially available from automating the control of quality is brrought to the forefront

TABLE 7
OIJALT T CONTROL ON THE SHOP FLOOR

COMPA¡rySEE
APPLICATION

C.M.M.

VISIONSYSTEM

SMALL MEDIIJM
YR. ORDER YR. ORDER

LARGE
YR. ORDER

86.5 3 86 5.5 84 5

84
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FIGURE 19
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The later timeframe (84) and sequence of introduction (5) as compared to

NC machine application 80 and 2, runs counter to a logical progression between the

two integral facets of AMS technologies. The lower sequence by small manufacturers

indicates a closer relationship between the NC machine and the coo¡dinate measuring

machine.

5 .8.2 Other Sources of Quality Control

Some applications of advanced manufacturing have shown anomalies in

timeframes and sequential order of application. The vision system represents such a¡

application indicating a timeframe identical to the CMM, but a higher sequential order.

Such an anomaly can be explained by assuming it is caused by a small percentage of

experienced users of auto¡¡ration applying new technologies at a faster rate.

Vision technology, like the coordinate measuring machine, sha¡es a close

relationship with another facet of innovative production. Robotics and vision systems

are closely related in many applicable factory situations. Vision technology provides

the robot with sight so as to closely verify locations in the work area of pre-

programmed points. Integrating vision with robotics technology increases the ability of

a robot to perform a given task (e.g. welding a seam between two metal objects).

5.9 Sensor Technolog.v

Increasing demands from manufacturers to monitor processes, quality, and

the status of work-in-process will inevitably show an increase in the application of

sensor devices on the shop floor. The enormous expansion of manufacturing

processes through computer and microprocessor control has given a stimulus to the

development of sensing devices (7). As a logical approach to integrated manufacturing

evolves in the Canadian production environment, the role of sensor technology will

increase as a g¡eater number of automated ha¡dwa¡e applications, and demand fo¡ real-

time data is warr¿nted
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Canada's,ßoad_lolntegrated Manufacturing

5 . 10. 1 Recapitulation of Results

With changing markets driving product life cycles down, and the increasing

maturity of computer-assisted hardware and software, the bounda¡ies of advanced

manufacturing are changing. Documenting the status of AMS integration in Canada's

MW&M industry helps us to see fi¡st-hand the changes that can be made to suit

tomoûow's manufactu¡er's needs. Obtaining an inside view into a manufacture¡'s

strategies towards adoption of new technologies and how they have changed over time

presents a whole new view of Canada's role in the global manufacturing battleground.

Figures 20, 21, and 22 schematically show the sequence of new technology

application for large, medium and small fì¡ms within the outlined population. Critical

points that have been distilled from the analysis of these survey results include:

Decreasing rate of computer-assisæd information handling application from

large to small-sized respondents.

Early intoduction of NC/CNC machinery by all sizes of manufacnrers.

Later sequence order and lack of fundemental group technology (part and

process groupings) and bar code technology within the sample population.

Decreasing rate of quality control orientated ha¡dware applications from

large to small producers.

Decreæing rate of robotic installation from large to smell fums.

Increasing time frame of AMS applications from greater to less experienced

users of automation.

Reduction in the gap between automated information and part handling

application in the gmallsr mandfl¿sh¡rers category.

Lack of inægration between automated infoffiation and part handling øsks.

Decreasing utilization rate of AMS technologies from larger to smaller

manufachuen,
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A larger number of small firms face new levels of competition in the metal

working and machinery related industries as a gteater proportion of work will be

subcontracted by the large assembly and fabrication plants of tomorrow. The onus wi_il

no doubt be on the smaller manufactuer to increase production flexibility and quality,

while cutting costs to stay abreast of competitors. The suwey has indicated that smaller

manufactu¡ers are undeniably less experienced users ofnew technologies. However,

both small and la¡ge manufacturing firms can leam from a logical approach to system

integration which may force a new focus on otherwise unapproached technologies.

5,10,2 Further Points to Be Addressed

Like the evolution of computer-based manufacturing technologies,

researching the integration of these systems requires scrutiny of many factors.

Àttention needs to be di¡ected to additional points so as to achieve the integration of

many facets of the Advanced Manufacturing System.

'The following remarks highlight questions that future studies of the problem

of AMS system integration should add¡ess:

Why were steps of AMS technology taken which would have revealed the

awareness of systems inte$ation?

How successful have the steps already taken been il achieving companies

proposed goals detailing Canadian success stories to date?

\Vhat alternate route of technological application would the manufacturer

take to help establish a future model of inægration?

Arurual sales of manufacturer to determine the financial capabiliry of rhose

companies that are introducing differ€nt levels of new æchnologies.

A b¡eakdown of particular industries within meøl working and machinery

sector that are implementing a greater proportion of integrated

manufacnring systems,

Addressing the problem of systems integration in other Ca¡adian industries

(i.e. Garment, Furnirure, Chemical, Steel, etc.).
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FIGURE 21
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5.10.3 Additional AMS Technologies to Study

Fu¡ther to the imponant points noted above, some AMS applications that

will no doubt have a future impact on integrated manufacturing have been missed:

- Èeventative Maintenance hograms (computer-assisted) playing a large role

in maintaining a high level of operations regarding automate/ hardware at

regular intervals without affecting production downtime too severely.

- Artificiat Intelligence Software having potential positive effect on real-time

computer-based monitoring systems of factory floor operations.

- The number of axes of NC/CNC machinery affecting machining flexibility,

part complexity, and machine setup costs.

- Computer simulation modeiling for phasing in successful technology

implementations.

5. 1 I Future Plans of AMS Aoolications

Stepping into a world of computer-integrated manufactu¡ing is a corporate

decision. Confronting the up-front costs of automation and deciding what application

to stan with, manufactu¡ers a¡e faced with the potential benefits of new æchnology (i.e.

flexibility, quality, customer service, and productivity increases, with lowe¡ costs per

unit) weighed against the corporate objectives. Illustration of the survey's advanced

manufacture¡'s six year outlook on adoption of computer-assisted manufacturing

technologies will shed some light on the proposed order of applications being

considered.

5.11.1 Plans of the Small Manufacturer

5.11.1.1 Planning For CAD and NC First

Figures 23 through 25 detail our proposed sequential order of technology

introductions by the small, medium and large manufactuers of the sample population.

Dominating the future plans of the small manufactu¡er (like in the present model) are

NC machinery and computer-aided design. Due to the often stong presence of design
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engi¡eering in a small organization's infrastructure, coupled with the low cost of user-

füendly CAD software and microcomputer hardware, computer-aided design represents

an excellent application for the smaller firm stepping into automated information

handling tasks.

5.11.1,2 Robots and Quality Control

It is very encouraging to note new technologies in the a¡eas of robotic

assembly and quality control, together with vision system technology. The two

technologies (i.e. Robotics and Vision) logically integrate to attain maximum gains in

both assembly and quality applications. A strong emphasis on quality through the use

of the coordinate measuring machine also indicates the smaller manufacturer is

beginning to stess qualiry in his production operations.

5.11.1.3 MRP Is Sought to Manage Production Information

Introductory proposals for Material Requirements Planning systems, third

in order, show that small organizations are recognizing the need to manage the flow of

information between finance, engineering, production, and purchasing deparonents

more efficiently through MRP. Using the computer to assist in managing information

flow ¡educes bottlenecks in traditional paper generating systems that often slow down

people and information eavelling through a company.

5.11.2 Plans of the Medium.Sized Manufacturer

5.LL.2.1 Domin¡tion of Computer.Aided Information Handling

Modelling the futu¡e plans of the medium-sized advanced MW&M

manufacturers shows a strong underscoring of computer-assisted inforrnation handling

tasks. Both MRP and CAD dominate the initial steps of future technological plans.

Both MRP and CAD systems play a large role in an oraganization's ability to quickly

and efficiently retrieve, manipulate and transmit new information within the company.

Ba¡ Code technology in both warehousing/inventory control and tracking work-in-

process should receive much attention by the medium-sized manufacnr¡er.
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FIGURE 23

FUTURE MODEL OF CANADA'S SMALT
MW & M SEETOR ADVANCED MANUFAETURERS

I cNe TATHES / CAD

+
2 Rogone s euALrTY coNTRoL

I 
ASSEMBLY

+
3 MRP / VtStON SYSTEM / CNC MttLtNG

t4 auALrrv cffiCIt / c. M. M.
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FIGURE 24

FUTURE MODËL OF CANADA'S MËDIUM
MW & M SECTCIR ADVANEED MANUFACTURËRS

I oepr MTcRocoMPUTER / MRP

'&2 cAD / cNc Mrruh¡G

s
3 DATA ACOUTSTTTON / BAR CODth¡G

WAREHOUSING

*

4 CNC LATHES / ROBOTTCS
PART HANDLING

*

5 DATA ACQUTSTTTON / BAR COÞ|NG- tN - PROCESS
AUTOMATEÞ ]OCIL CHANGING
QUATITY EONTROL / E. M. M.

*

6 FACTORY NETWORKTNG
À4ATERIAt HANDLING (AGV )
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FIGURE 25

FUTURE MODEL OF CANADAIS LARGE
MW 8 M SECTOR ADVANCED MANUFACTURERS

I caBt
2 ROBOTTCS PATNT|NG lgApp/ BARCODtNc

IN - PROCESS

3 RoBorcrtiêB¡ëNorr^¡o

$'âH,t-t 
coNrRoL

CELL TECHNOLOGY / GROUP TECHNOLOGY /
PART FAMILIES OEFICE NETWORKING

4 vrsroN trrru,
+

5 FACTORY NETWORKTNG /MATER|AL HANDL|NG

+ 
Acv RA|L CONVFYOR

6 COORDTNATE MEASURTNG MACHTNEt
7 AUTOMATED ToOL CHANG|NG SENSORS

NOTE : Due to the srnollpercentoge of monufoclurers
proposing fulure inlroduclions ond wide
limefroms, scvcrol lcchnologie3 or€ grouped
logelher.
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5.11,2.2 Group Technology Needs Greater Attention

Group technology providing the fundamental link between information

management systems such as MRP, CAPP, and Bar Code technology on the shop floor

is not being considered at this time. It is not logical to apply bar coding to the shop

floor without integration of group technology. Ba¡ Code Technology builds upon the

part groupings (or classifications) established by Group Technology to link the shop

floor with the office.

5.11.3 Plans of the Large Manufacturer

5.11.3.1 Information Handling Comes First

The large manufactuer's future AMS introductions are initia[y govemed by

information handling applications. CAD, CAPP and bar code technology being used to

âcquhe factory data reveal a continuing rend of all manufacturers' strong emphasis on

data management systems before that of automated hardware on the shop floor. The

present dây model of Advanced Canadian MW&M firms did show a simila¡' trend from

large to small manufactu¡ers,

5.11.3.2 Group Technology Takes Shape

A very small percentage of large manufacturers have introduced group

technology to date as the suwey has indicated, Itis now up to these manufacutrers to

introduce the proper framework of conceptual and physical distribution of part

grouping and processes on the shop floor. This process, however, must now take

place with a variety of highly automated equipment already in place (e.g. CNC

equipment, robotics, C.M.M).

5 . 1l .3.3 Communications Networking

Factory networking indicated by both the medium and large groups towards

the end of their future AMS proposals signifies firms are not tackling the problem of

data communications early in either present or future plans of technology.

Communications nerworking must be an on-going project running parallel with further
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in¡oads into computer-assisted information and part handling, and the introduction of

shop floor microcomputer workstations.

5.11.3.4 Material Handling

A variety of material handling applications are being considered, AGV's,

conveyors, and overhead rails emphasize the predicament larger factories face as

efficient movement of parts and materials becomes a vital function of production

dynamics.

5 . I I .4 The Future Model of Todayrs Advanced Manufacturers

Analysis of the future plans of AMS introductions by the 75 survey

respondents has shown a shift in primary considerations. Applications focusing on the

management of information bases via the computer have moved further up ttre ladder to

the forefront of new technology introduction. Computer-Aided design, process

planning, material requirements planning, and group technology have all been allocated

i¡ the initiat stages representing future proposals for meeting objectives inherent to

automation (i.e. increased quality and productivity of worker and information flow).

The present model of AMS introduction previously outlined (refer to Figwes 23,24

and 25) showed a initial emphasis on NC/CNC machinery. Small and medium sized

respondents still indicate an emphasis on numerically controlled equipment, although

not as early, and the larger group excludes NC technology altogether in future plans.

More advanced technologies such as vision systems, AGV's and

communications networking are being examined for potential factory inroduction by

the smaller firms. Penetation of newer AMS applications to the smaller MVy'&M sector

clearly highlights the evolution of the state-of-the-a¡t manufacruring organization. How

well these futue proposals are integrated with one another will determine success or

failure.

Simila¡ to the model established for present-day usage and order of

application, funre plans do not seem to suggest any particular strategy for systems

integration, kojects dependent on each other, such as NC machinery and tool
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changing are far apart, while bar code technology is being proposed befo¡e standard

data management systems are established.

For the manufactrrer of tomorrow, success depends on top managementrs

willingness and ability to leam and support proposals that effectively buiid upon one

another leading slowly to the new world of computer-integrated manufacturing.
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A LOGICAI-MODEL TLINTEGIRÁJLED
MÁ,NIJEACIURING: IASLAND PRESENT

By analyzing the results of our survey as outlined in the previous sections

of the thesis, an excellent c¡oss-section of AMT usage and sequential order of

introduction is obtained. It is clear that large manufactu¡ers have dominated the

applications of more advanced technologies. The question is whether this group of

companies may be looked upon as a practical role model for the smaller, less

experienced users of new systems technologies searching for ways to maintain long

term competitiveness through product and process flexibility and total qualiry.

6,l Origins of Factory Automation

Numerically controlled machinery su¡faced in the manufacturing plants of

the early 1960's introducing automation to a variety of labour intensive production

tasks. Emphasis in the late 1970's tumed to the development of robotic installations for

handling and later process tasks (27). Islands of Automation formed on the shop floor

causing a breakdown in the ability to transfer critical information to wo¡k centres.

Realizing the need to build bridges between vital areas of the organization, and shop

floor islands, the origin of direct automated information handling and communications

was born. The need for greate¡ communications between the isla¡ds of automation has

assisæd the improvements in compute¡ ha¡dwa¡e and support software capabilities.

6.2 The Computer Takes Shaoe Managing Information

The need to link organizational areas, particularly design, production

conüol, manufacturing and finance to the factory gave way to new technologies and

computer-aided applications. A¡med with a computer, former manual tasks of drafting,

design, process planning, inventory control, scheduling and financial planning

experienced new methods of accessing, manipulating and ransmitting information.

With the formation of large databases in various areas of the plant and controls over

automated hardrvare and work-in-process from the factory, communications technology

evolved.
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At present, management of information systems have reached maturity

levels that offer practicality to the new users in manufacturing businesses. Terms such

as CAD/CAM, MRP, GT and JIT now dominate the Advanced Manufacturing System.

Due to the ability of the computer and its support software to efficiently manage data at

a low cost, today's smaller firms face new dimensions of what's been called "factory

automation", It may be best understood by focusing on a conceptual versus execution

stage of system integration. The conceptual stage centres on the development of

databases that best reflects the operations of management, as well as the factory while

the presence of machine groups, labour and processes (e.g. painting, welding,

assembly) are tâken on ât the execution stage on the factory floor based on information

developed at management levels (i.e. design, finance, production cont¡ol and

manufacturing). The long term goal is to achieve total system integration at all levels of

the business from the factory operator monitoring a machine's performance to the

manager evaluating the producibility of a product's design.

The following sections of this chapter follow the steps outlined in Fig. 34

based on the author's viewpoints regarding the developrrrent of a "Logical Model of

lntegrated Manufacturin g".

6.3 En teri n gjle_Com¡ul-e¡_ÂIp

6.3 . 1 The Ability to Manage Information

Establishing long term manufacturing stnrtegies with respect to new

technologies demands top management support and understanding. The capital outlay

required for AMS investments wilt fatl short without proper understanding how

technologies will affect producy'process flexibility, quality, productivity, costs and

market competitiveness. The method of cost justification considers both tangible and

intangible benefits. Finance departments clinging to traditional payback a¡d rate of

return cost analysis lose sight of the long-term corporate strategies and benefits that

integrated manufacturing offers. Figure 26 points out the breakdown of cost
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justification methods used by the suwey's respondents. The results show that 737o of

the manufacturers are using traditional accounting methods while 587o are using an

organizational strategy for new technology justifications. From these numbers, it is

clea¡ that a significant proportion of the manufacturers are using a combination of both,

indicating that the maturity of computer-based ha¡dwa¡e and software applications are

reaching cost levels where they can be both financially and strategically justified.

6.3.2 Taking on Administration Functions

Ushering in new computer-aided tasks to the corporate level of the

manufacturing firm represents a logical approach to technology initiation.

Administrative functions including finance, sales, marketing and personnel play a large

¡ole in the corporate culture of today's businesses. When speaking of manufacturers, it

must be unde¡stood that the manufactudng function represents only one entity of the

overall company structur€.

Management Information Systems (MIS) incorporate the automation of

financial accounting procedures, sales and marketing forecasts, job costing, staffing,

and payroll calculation. The MIS may be mini- or micro-computer based depending on

the size of company and amount of information being managed. MIS brings the

manufacturer into the realms of the computer age, and its ability to access and analyze

data quickly and efficiently. Supporting communications between deparunents of the

organization inc¡eases employee productivity through more effective handling of

ir¡formation and tasks at hand.

The survey has shown that advanced Canadian À,fW&M manufacturers of

all sizes have indeed followed a logical approach to adoption of the AMS initiaily,

having inroduced the management information system first. Management Inforrnation

Systems may take on different meanings in the inroduction to different levels of the

organization. Indusrial experiences have shown that MIS's can be found at the factory

level where the managernent of data between various automated hardware applications

is performed (22), Such factory MIS's will only be realized on a large scale in years to
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come when smaller manufacturers tackle the integration of such devices as bar code

readers, NC machinery, robotics, material handling and sensing devices.

6.3.3 Using the Microcomputer

For the small manufacturer today, the costs of computers continue to fall in

relation to their performance capabilities as Fig. 17 showed. Memory, processing

speed, resolution, software programs, and operating systems are all on the increase

(21). Modularity is a key aspect in all applications of comptuer-assisted technoiogies

including the MIS. A small producer may utilize a microcomputer or grouping of them

at a low cost to serve as a training ground for initial data management requirements. As

new applications a¡e found for the computer and the amount of data increases, a mic¡o

will give way to a mini-computer. The same relationship holds true for mini- and

mainframe computers being used in larger sized firms. Modularity also spreads the

costs of automation over a longer time frame, while accounting for the technology

leaming curve.

6.4 The Business Entitv

6.4.1 Opening the Lines of Communication

The smallest fìrms are generally structured in such a way that design and

manufacturing engineering operate independently of one anothe¡. P¡oduction is

typically confined to the day to day f,re fighting of shop floor activities. Distinction

between design and manufacturing departments should be confined only to tasks

carried out, and not on the communicative level, or by organizational priority. The

walls that often go up between departrnents of a company only lead to the demise of

that business. It is important that design and manufacturing work hand in hand with

respect to producibility. High production costs will be witnessed if pan designs aren't

within the abilities of shop floor equipment, processes! and labou¡. Inroducing the

computer to both deparunents will help initiate the flow of communications as one

database depends on the other. Management must play the key role in making sure all

areas of the company get involved in new inter-depa¡mental technologies provoking

the exchange of innovative ideas and long term productivity. In addition, the futue
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factory should be an open communication network accessible to all departments,

encouraging ideas from all employees to ensure on-going innovation of intellectual and

technological assets. Execution of new tasks may still be segregated to project groups,

but they must ensu¡e all affected areas of the organization a¡e awa¡e of the job at hand,

and provide their full support.

6.5 Desisn Exsineering

6.5. I Computer.Aided Design

Entering the initial stages of computer-assisted information handling in

design engineering is represented by computer-aided design, or CAD. Manually

performed drafting and design tasks a¡e labour-intensive often slowing down the path

of a new job being processed tlrough "the system" of an organization. The "system"

as most firms refer to it is the route a new sales order or request for changes must take

before a job or parlprocess change is actually activated for prcduction. Automating the

drafting and design phase of the "system" helps reduce the number of hands and copies

a sales orderþngineering change must go through, i.e. the time a product takes from the

acquisition of a job to delivery to the customer's doorstep. Automating the

management of information at this level has a enormous impact on overall customer

service and ma¡ket competitiveness.

CAD enables the engineering deparünent to store all existing drawings in a

computer daøbase that a draftsman/designer can access quickly at any time for

purposes of in-process deviations or modification for a new job. The structure of a

CAD's database, based on groupings of simila¡ paft configurations, is important to

ensu¡e efficient retrieval of d¡awings is performed when needed. CAD, like other new

manufacturing technologies demands a certain level of manual input before

implementaton to help reduce the leaming curve, or transfer of technology, and

maintain a user-friendly environmenl

Like any new product, CAD has positives and negatives that the
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manufacturer must be aware of so that expected gains don't fall shor¡ and that potential

problems are reduced, or conected. The following points should be considered when

proposing the introduction of computer-aided design:

- 2 times overall productivity level of drafting over ma¡ual tasks.

- creating new drawings on CAD can take a considerable length of time over

manual drafting.

- introducing CAD into an environment where completely new drawings are

required frequently questions the applicability of CAD. These

manufactuers may operate on a contract basis involving different product

designs.

- increased quality of drawings positively affecting:

i) ShopFloor/Operatorlnterpretation

ü) Customer ServiceÆVho Requests Drawings

üi) Improved Clarity for Engineers and Management

- . affording too much detail in drawings having negative effects on the

previous three points outlined,

- workstation ergonomics (i.e. furniture, lighting, noise) affecting
productivity of CAD operato(s).

- integration of CAD with product BilI of Materials to aid both design and

manufacnuing functions

- nesting of part components with relation to raw material sheet sizes to

maximize måterial utili zation.

- development of computer p¡ograms for purposes of accessing blocks of
drawings quickly, as well as drawing of more complex parts. This is a

direct analogy to maøo development in such programs as LOTUS l-2-3 for

spreadsheet calculations.

- modularity of initial computer ha¡dware to ensure sufficient computer

memory for existing library of drawings, while ¡¡aki¡g 5¡rg too large of a

system is not obuined at too high an initial cost.

- integration of computer-aided engineering tæks at CAD workstation.

- future consideration of integrating with NC machinery and tooiing

pfograms.
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Computer-aided-design is a key application to a manufacturer's strategical

stand on modelling long ærm integåted manufacturing. As indicated, tackling a project

like CAD requires many critical a¡eas of consideration, Applicability, modularity, and

integratability, all keys to the logical model of advanced manufacturing, are important to

the successfrrl implenæntation of CAD.

6.5 .2 Computer-Aided Engineering

The term referred to today as computer-aided engineering, or CAE, centres

around the analysis of part designs from a structural standpoint. Computer software

packages have automated the number crunching involved in analyzing the effect of

sEesses, forces and other external factors that may act on a part causing possible

deforrnation. While not as all-encompassing as design and drafting tasks in the

engineering department, the ability to reduce times associated with stress and force

analysis wiJI increase the productivity of an engineer. CAB can be easily integrated into

the CAD workstation(s) already established making use of available computer memory

space and keeping system hardware costs at a minimum. Due to the 1.5-2 year learning

curve associated with CAD proposals, CAE may be phased in during the final part of

the curve so as to ensure CAD system integrity before building upon present

introductions.

6.5.3 CÄD: A Starting Point to Integration

The integration process of advanced manufacturing bases itself on a

building block leaming format. As employees learn from hands on use with one

system, the groundwork is laid for adopting the next project thus reducing subsequent

leaming curve effects.

An analogy of a comparison between CAD and the fìrst operation of a part's

production is that CAD designates an imponant starting point to future AMS

applications, and the fint operation of a part determines the success of the next series of

process operations, to enst¡Ie either successful systems integration or end product
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qualiry.

It is encouraging to see that CAD enjoys a high application rate (63Vo of the

75 advanced manufacturers responding), but the order of introduction was done

approximately halfway or more through the present path of advanced manufacruring

applications for all three sizes of firms. Bringing CAD on-line after NC/CNC

machinery introduction by all sizes of manufacturers opposes the logical integration

path between the two facets of the AMS. It is encouraging, however, that one notes the

continuing drop in order of application from large to small producers.

6.6 Manufacturin g En gineerin g Develonin g Process_,tSla¡rla¡¡ls

6.6.1 Computer.Aided-Process Planning

An organization's manufacturing and production areas are critical to new

jobs entering the "system". Paralleling CAD, the origins of computer-aided process

planning help stândardize historical processes in a common computer database that can

be accessed quickly by engineers and planners fo¡ critical production related

information. Process planning occupies a specific place within a three tiered hierarchy

(5). The first level, production planning, consists of management, coordination,

scheduling, sequencing and routing of parts through the plant. This level of CAPP will
afford direct integration with future MRP and group technology systems. Process

planning represents the second tier of CAPP. How is a part made? Determination of

the proper factory processes, the sequencing and routing of operations and the

workstations involved describe the bounda¡ies of process planning. A further

brçakdown to the operation level details info¡mation about tooling, fixnres, operational

parameters and standa¡d labour raæs required to produce a pafi.

The wide scope of process planning indicates the importance to the

manufacturing organization and throughput time of jobs undergoing "system"

processing. A key consideration in the adoption of computer-aided process planning as

like other innovations in the manufacruring setting, is that the computer does not replace

the planner or scheduler, or designer, but provides them with a new tool to increase
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efficiency of rerieving, modifying and uansmitting infornation. New systems like

CAD, CAPP and MRP are not unmanned turn-key systems, but require human

interaction to make knowledgeable decisions (16).

Important points to consider when one's manufacturing department is

proposing a new CAPP system include:

- a manual investigation into historical process plans to help simplify input of

information into the new sytem.

- improved efficiency ofproduct and process planning.

- inc¡eased throughput of new jobs from engineering to the shop floor via

production contro1.

- reduction in effects of new tooling and operational requirements due to

inc¡eased ease of modification.

- integration with future MRP system working hand in hand to ensure

tooling/fixtures/pa¡t components and manpower are at the right \,vorkcentre

on time according to production schedules.

- integration with future $oup technology concepts providing a common

database of similarities in part processes, tooling, workcenEes and other

critical operational parameters.

- integration with CAD system so that part design takes operarions into

consideration with respect to producibility.

- increased throughput of manufactu¡ing changes to tooling, standards, raw

materials so that variances are reduced in final ouçut of part using changes

processed.

- clearer documentation of factory workorders helping standardize flow of

operations on the shop floor.

- providing a communication link between manufacturing and design

engineering.

Computer-aided-process-planning establishes a feasible informational

medium that is critical to the design, scheduling, sequencing, routing and operational
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phases of a prduct. It is essential that an inexperienced user of computer-assisted

manufacturing applications push towards CAPP f¡om the initial stages of integrated

management and production.

Suwey findings showed very little adoption of CAPP has taken place by

smaller manufactu¡ers. The small and medium producers that have adopted CAPP do

show a steady drop in the rate of application from that of the larger firms generally

ineoducing automated information handling tasks at a later stage tha¡r ttrat of automated

part handling.

6,7 MaterialsReouirementsPlanning

MRP, or materials requirements planning forms the groundwork for the

control of three very important facets of production:

1) Inventory Conrol

2) Bills of Maærials

3) Maste¡ P¡oduction Schedule

System integration plays an important role in the operation of MRP.

Bringing together the th¡ee areas of production deterrnines a manufacnuer's ability to

produce according to schedule with minimum work-in process inventory. Not an easy

proposition! The logical model of inægration utilizes both CAD and CAPP databases to

ease the development of MRP, because of the many organizational deparrments affected

by the system's performance.

6.7.1 Bill of Materiâl Development

The origins of production cont¡ol and MRP starts at the BILL OF

MATERIAL level. Without a structured BOM, different component levels of pans

cannot be costed, scheduled and monitored through the manufacturing environment.

Standardizing the BOM function increases the ability of all areas of the company to

manage costs, manpower and material resources as well as shop floor operations, All
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too often, the smaller manufacturer finds himseif working to more than one "system".

Engineering, manufacturing and finance/sales all work to a different tune regarding

BOM srucnring which produces advene effects on the above mentioned parameters.

The Bill of Material has an impact on the rudimentary stages of pan families

due to similarities in part components leading to group technology. Integration of

CAD, CAPP, MRP, and GT examplifies the logical approach to development of system

integration from company top to bottom.

6,7,2 The Master Production Schedule

The MPS, or Maste¡ Production Schedule, rcpresents the main d¡ive to the

manufacturing function. Based on sales and marketing figures regarding forecasted

markets, coupled with labour standa¡ds dictating manhours required to produce a

product, a manufacturer's products are scheduled so that raw materials, labour and

equipment are available when needed. Purchasing comes into play making sure

vendors supply materials according to schedule, while raw material and in-process lead

times a¡e built into the MPS.

6.7.3 Inventory Control

Effective control of inventory has a twofold influence on production. The

fi¡st is the insurance that the right materials are on hand to meet the Master Schedule,

while not carrying too much stock tying up capital that could be devoted to new

processþart developments. The ability of an MRP system to have the corrtct quantity

of materials at correct times carrying minimum inventory with as little manual

expediting as possible is expressed as the "class" of system being operated. The higher

the class of an MRP system (e.g. "4") the greater control a manufacturer has over

important aspects of production operations.

6.7.4 Quality Control

Qualiry connol plays a role in the cast of MRP participants. Manual

communication, and eventual integraton with Q.C. computer databases with an MRP

system represents an invaluable area of information management ( I ) . Quality conrol
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procedues perfonned on incoming vendor raw materials and semi-finished goods form

a staristical database on percentages of rejects and acceptances for part producibility.

These figures, transmitted to purchasing and inventory control, establishe on-line

knowledge of the quality of raw materials needed for production. Statistics on scrap

and rework rates from quality control help production conEol get a handle on

production problems arising from particular in-process parts, and t¡ke co¡rective action.

The survey did not add¡ess conceptual quality conrol techniques such as statistical

process control and on-line documentation of defect and scrap rates, but does represent

a very imponant function in monitoring and refining finished product quality.

6,7,5 MRP: Bringing It Together

MRP is a vast undertaking and team members from all company

departrnents must take part to see system integtation achieved. Focusing on a modular

approach to MRP helps a manufacturer spread out computer hardware and softwa¡e

costs, while leaming each module (BOM, Inventory Control and MPS). Following

other informational management tasks, survey results show MRP increasing in orde¡ of

application and decreasing in utilization from large to small producers. It is clear that

small firrns will have to look ha¡d ât the personnel makeup of various deparunents if
they hope to achieve material requirements planning success through a modula¡

approach.

6.8 Group Technology

Building upon the database of process planning and the bill of material MRP

module, group technology (GT) extends the managment of part infonnation to the

physical layout of equipment and part handling on the shop floor. Group Technology

carries the logical progression of computer-assisted information handling to the factory

and wo¡kcentre operations. Based on commonalities between part configurations,

tooling, processes, equipment and handling devices, group technology uses coding

classifications to formulate families of parts (32). Extension of this concept to the

factory comes in the form of grouping equipment, dedicated to production of part

families, together while optimizing the flow of in-process parts and manpower.
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6.8.1 Conceptual Group Technology

GT is best understood by dividing the concept into two stages: conceptual

and execution. The conceptual phase consists of establishing part family codes based

on present pa.rt and production operating conditions, coupled with simulation of plant

layouts based on new workcell development. Through the conceptual stage of GT,

code classifications unlocks the door of CAPP to allow easy access to historical data of

similar parts (5). As markets change and manufacturing flexibility becomes more

important, arrival of new products will force engineering and manufacturing

departrnents to utilize existing part data as efficiently as possible.

At the conceptual stage, it is important to consider the repercussions future

automated devices in the factory will have on the flexibility of present plant layout

proposals. It is essential that dedicated wo¡kcentres do not become too fixed in

operating capabilities leading to future production inflexibiÏty. To illustrate, consider a

company producing a variety of industrial and commercial fans sets up@u.,ory
layout in such a wày that manually operated machinery, forming, fabrication and paint

stations are fixed far apart from one another in the planL Based on the present product

line, production is able to carry on at low levels of profiøbility. As the market shifts

and new fan products appear, no solid groundwork is performed regarding revision or

formation of part farnilies, or layouts based on new designs, future machines and

process equipment additions. Without modiflrcations to factory layouts, inefficient part

production will continue.

6.8.2 Shop Floor Material Handling

By standardizing material handling, racking, fixtures and tote boxes, buiit-

in flexibility can be achieved by grouping a number of products together requiring

simila¡ modes of ransportation, Extending group technology to material handling

saves money in constructing a variety of racks..., while maintaining a high level of part

quality through safe storage of work-in-process. A manufacturer may produce a

variety of part components that fall into different surface classes. Varying surface

classes depend on the visual profile of that component with respect to the final product.
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lVhile increasing the awa¡eness of operators manually handling materials is important,

proper protection of higher class su¡faces (A) from scratches, dents and other mate¡ial

blemishes affects the amount of rework and scrap of in-process components.

6.8.3 Execution of Group Technology

Group technology solidifles the link between product design and processes,

and factory wo¡kcentre layouts, As application of AMS technologies like CNC

machinery, robotics, AGV's, sensors, pallet transfer stations, vision systems and

storage/retrieval systems is undertaken, flexibility of workcentres will increase. The

execution of GT takes place on the factory floor where new layouts of machinery,

handling devices, manpower! and processes are orchestrated into a functioning system.

Integrating these production attributes will inevitably reduce setup costs, and lower the

amou¡rt of material handling, leading to higher quality, and imprcve overall plant flow.

For smaller manufacturers not considering highly advanced ha¡dwa¡e

applications in the nea¡ futu¡e, eventual execution of Group Technology will translate

into significant savings. For those considering computer and microprocessor

conrolled equipment, new workcells and shop floor layouts can lead to proper steps of

factory automation. Redefining current plant layouts to maximize in-process flow

based on existing equipment and processes will also issue benefits. By utilizing data

management performed at the conceptual stage, the physical distribution of current

facilities can be optimized with future AMS hardware integration taken into

consideration.

6 . 8. 4 Appropriateness of GT to All Manufacturers

One must consider that group technology is not for all, at least on a plant-

wide basis. Canadian manufacturers operating on a conEact-to-contract basis find

themselves producing a variety of products varying in some degtee or another. This

makes it difficult to pin down a family of parts. However, creating logical plant layouts

helps build in an excellent flow of operations from incoming raw material to finished

painting and assembly.
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From the survey, all indicators point to an extremely low rate of group

technology application. Unfortunately manufacturers, particularly smaller ones, are not

adopting such a fundamental concept that can lead to potentially high reductions in

manufacturing costs. Group Technology must attain a higher profile in the Canadian

manufacturing scene enabling present conditions to change. Reaching a higher

recognition can be done via industry publications, seminars, government and universiry

sponsored learning programs. Tackling GT manually through organization of process

plans, bills of materials a¡d raditional industrial engineering plant layout techniques

can serve as initial steps, but to ignore the age of the computer with its low costs and

high capabilities ¡uns counter to the logical route to greater competitiveness. A

manufacturer must weigh the costs of not entering the era of computer-assisted

technologies versus application of the new manufacturing tools.

6 .8.5 Computer-Assisted Facilities Planning

Computer-aided-design workstations offer a new application to the

manufacturer, facilitating simulation of plant layouts through graphical display. Using

CAD, the manufacturing department may simulate visually what effect new groupings

of machines and movement of primary process areas will have on optimizing material

and worker flow based on new GT classifications.

6.9 .l Bar Code Technology: Linking Information Systems to the

Shop Floor

Acquistion of data from the factory floor d¡ives many of the computer-

assisted information systems outlined so far. Quick and responsive decision-making

relies on real-time knowledge of production operations. Bar Code Technology

designates a medium of data acquisition that integrates quite closely with group

technology acting as a support mechanism. Either penJike wands, laser scanners, or

recently inroduced credit-card ba¡ code readers are used to identify GT pan family

6.9
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codes establishing a new medium for in-process production monitoring.

Tracking work-in-process helps drive the MRP system indicating the status

of parts tluough the factory (13). Corrective action can be taken quickly via a ba¡ code

reader and a factory floor microcomputer on those parts bottlenecked in the information

system. Such ¡eal-time response to production problems helps maintain schedules,

customer service and isolates bottleneck operations that slow down production

throughput time. For those manufacturers operating in a labour intensive envi¡onment,

bar coding can give a real-time indicator of worker performance.

Applications of bar coding can also be inroduced in areas of warehousing

assisting inventory control. Policing the status of materials and work-in-process assists

MRP's inventory control module. The efficiency of storage and retrieval of stored

parts and maærials is greatly affected by quick, accurate identification of products.

Other applications of ba¡ code technology in the production environment

include routing and recognition of parts to dependent pockets of automation on the shop

floor. To illustrate this point, the following situations a¡e considered:

Signalling the arrival of parts at the \ orkcentre and supplying part

information for robotic handling, NC machine progr¿uns and machine tool

clamping devices.

Recognizing a part's configuation for a manipulating arm or robotic paint

system.

Routing an automated guided vehicle or rail system to a part('s) next

destination for processing.

Identifying a part to load a robotic welding workcell with proper fixturing

and part programming.

Establishing the proper storage location/bin fo¡ automated ¡etrieval devices

(i.e. stacker qane, robot, forklift).

ü)

üi)

iv)

v)
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The role of bar coding in these and similar applications will only be

recogaized as more advanced automated hardware is introduced to the factory.

Revealing this side of bar code use clearly shows the two fold capacity the technology

possesses with respect to both automated information and part handling. Group

Technology shares a common link between both facets of automation. Introducing

both ba¡ code and group technology first to the small factory establishes a solid

foundation which later ha¡dware developments can utilize to ensure proper

communications and operations.

Although suwey results highlighted a low utiliziation of GT, bar coding

used for in-process purposes received a higher rate of application, 33.37o, by large

manufacturers. Such anomalies illusrate the lack of integration carried out to-date by

advanced manufactu¡ers in the Câ¡adian MVy'&M sector.

Bar Code Technology is readily accessible to the small producer with

various cost-effective readers, and computer software available ($1000 for a standard

bar code wand). Like many new technologies, it is the performance of software used

to process and communicate part codes set up by the user that ultimately spells success.

The ability to identify integrative relationships between bar coding and other

fundamental manufacruring concepts is invaluable.

6 . 10 Comnuter-Aided Manufacturinq

6.10.1 CAD/CAM: Two Different Technologies

The long used term CAD/CAM seemed to first alienate companies and then

confuse them over its true meaning. CAD/CAM is not a single technology, but two

distinct applications of manufacturing. As discussed, CAD is used to establish a

common database of drawings increasing the capabilities and productivity of the

designer/draftsperson. CAM, or computer-aided manufactu¡ing is defined as the

computer conEol of numerically conEolled machinery through machine tool language

programming. In simplistic tenns, this is what happens: a part's design configuration,

storcd in CAD, is transfened via computer networking or manually to CAM where the
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part data is converted into NC machine tool language. Simple language codes represent

movements of the tool according to the dimensions of material removal required for the

production of the part. CAM takes the design engineering department to the final stage

of automated information handling.

CNC machining refers to programming part data on a computer instead of

uaditional NC punch tape, Total integration of CAD/CAM is represented by DNC

operations. Dist¡ibuted Numerical Control transmits computer-based pan data files

stored either locally at the floor wo¡kcell or from the engineering department to the NC

machine (30). CNC and DNC provide an easy method for programming changes

compared to the slow turna¡ound time associated with conecting and preparing new

punch tape. Reducing the level of downtime in the dynamic production envi¡onment

results into successful rnanagemenL With continuing developments in such projecs as

MAP (General Motor's Manufacturing Automation Protocol), standardizing

communications technology to a variety of shop floor devices will become increasingly

easier. This will assist smaller firms in their quest for more competitive manufacuring.

Numerically controlled machinery has witnessed an evolution from the days

of tape generated programs running at low speeds and limited part complexity. NC or

CNC operations now havc the ability o produce a wider variety of precision pans more

flexibly and quicker. Computer-aided manufacruri¡g involves the input of both design

engineering and manufacturing departments to integrate first CAD to CAM and then the

selected NC machinery, Application of CAM must run parallel with that of NC

machinery selection so as to ensue a faster startr:p time of new machinery operations

while utilizing existing CAD databases. The survey did not classify CAM as an

independent AMS application, although results generated from usage of

microcomputer-based factory floor CNC programming shows peneration of CAM

technology into the Canadian MW&M sector (See Fig, 32).

Introducing aspects of computer-assisted information handling to

management sEesses the importance of human interaction between an organization's

departmens. The logical approach to¡ew management technologies outlined in Fig .
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34 reduces the intensive labou¡ content of manual accounting, drafting, and process

planning, while increasing the level of communication between management. A

company is able to pursue more long-term innovative ideas with the availability of new

found time computer-assistance offers. Afterall, innovation leads to.g¡eater

competitiveness. Whether it be management, product or process oriented

Today's small manufacturers are feeling the brunt of a new competitive level

caused by larger firms moving towards an "assembly oriented" factor increasing the

level of subcontracting out machining and fabrication operations to the smaller

factories.. Interviews with small and large companies supported this claim as smaller

shops try to increase operational flexibility and quality, and larger ones reduce the

number of production operations. A key to the small factories of Canada will be central

focus on a logical approach to integrated manufacturing helping meet the new demands

of product quality and process flexibiïty being a pan of today's manufacturing era.

6.11 NC Machinerv Meets Bar Coding on the Shon Floor

With structured computer databases existing at the organizational level,

factory automation represents the next phase to integrated manufacturing. Figure 34

shows how the logical approach to integrated manufacnring inroduces NC machinery

and ba¡ code technology first on the factory floor. Both applications build upon CAM

and Group Technologies linking important aspects of factory floor data with

i¡fo¡rnation management levels at the ofñce level.

6.1 1.1 Automation of thlPlañlls Primary Onerations

koduction operations most prevalent to the lvfW&M sector as survey

results supponed is machining or material removal tasks. It is, therefore, only logical

that a manufactu¡er focuses his anention fust to automating a primary function of
production operations. In particular, small manufacturers tend to concentrate more on

machining tasks as manage¡s a¡e often former machine operators, as well as a closer

relationship held between management in general and the shop floor (29). This is due
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to the lower levels of management in a smaller manufactu¡er allowing managers greater

f,ust-hand knowledge of production operations.

A matu¡e NC/CNC machine technology allows for quick adoption of this

hardware application initially to the plant while bar coding is phased into a data

acquisition role. Group Technology utilizes shop floor data from ba¡ codes to update

process planning and sets up workcell layouts to optimize process flow and setup costs

around new machinery (32).

Adopting a cellular plant layout, eases the management of shop floor control

and reduces future ha¡dware and softwa¡e costs. As growth in production takes place

and new aspects of factory automation are added, a workcell configuration limits the

number of operating parameters (operators, NC workstations, bar code ¡eaders and

support software, pallet transfer stations, robots, tooling, quality devices,

microcomputer stations and communications network related hardware and software)

necessary to produce parts. Opposing a cellula¡ layout is a decentralized approach to

workcentres which increases the costs and downtime of production. Integrating three

AMS technologies together at the outset of factory automation (Group Technology, Bar

Code Technology, and NC Machine Technology) supports long-term system success.

Factors affecting NC machine implementation include:

type of machine operation to be performed by new hardware (i.e. milting,

drilling, boring, tuming) or combination of them based on largest

pro'portion of pans requiring speci-fic material removal tasks.

number of axis of NC machine o¡ the differ€nt movements of table and tool

head determined by complexity of parts being produced, capital available,

and market gain potential through more efficient machining of competitive

products.

feedback and adaptive conrol capabilities used to monitor process in real-

time (i.e. tool-wear, tool positioning, coolant-flow, progtam execution)

reducing dependence on operator and affecting machine downtime due to
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tool breakage, coolant stoppage, and part quality due to tool and pro$am

problems.

- automated tool changing capabilities reducing setup costs and tool magazine

capacity based on the number of tools required to produce family of parts.

- ease of future integraton with ¡obotic parltool loading, pallet transfer

stations, quality devices (i.e. coordinate measuring machine), tool carousels

and computer- aided clamping devices.

- automatic removal of machine coolants and material chippings (health and

safety/clean working environment).

- material handling between pans/materials, tooling and machine.

Tool magazines located on machines complete with toolhead rotation for

transferring tools are an important attribute of the NC machine. Opting for a NC

machine without automated tool changing capabilities denies the cost savings possible

from reduced machine downtime as tools âre changed during machining processes.

The suwey has shown that all sizes of Canadian MW&M manufacnrers are

introducing NC machinery first on the shop floor, before introducing formal

information management systems. This is counter to a logical progression to advanced

manufacturing that suggests first the establishment of information databases that can

later be manipulaæd efficiently for job processing.

6,12 Oualitv Evolves Throuqhout The Factorv

6.12.1 Monitoring Product Components Quality
One objective of indusrial automation is to increase product quality. As the

public and private sectors have demanded more from a product, manufacturers have

attempted to reply with new concepts and technologies that will help achieve top

quality. Bringing numerically conrolled machinery onJine in the plant does not

correspond to problem-free machining. The interaction between operator and machine
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still exists, and difficulties arising from coolant, and tool feedrates, mis-clamping of

parts, tool-breakage, and intemal malfunctions an operator may ignore or fail to detect

can speli disaster for precision machining.

Quality control programs instituted in one's plant possess both machine

ha¡dware and human-related attributes. The hardwa¡e approach to Q.C. starts with the

coordinate measuring machine (C.M.M.) where precision parts are checked based on

programmed paft data after NC machining. Until further practical developments in

machine sensing technologies is achieved, reducing operator-dependency, the C.M.M.

will always play a significant role in part quality monitoring. Forming a quality control

cell containing a C.M.M. located centrally to all machining operations takes GT

workcell configurations into consideration. Such a design will lower equipment costs

(one coordinated measuring machine fo¡ a number of NC machining stations) and

reduce the distance of part ravel, or non-production time.

6.12.2 Quality Control Programs: Getting Everyone Involved

The human approach to Q.C. on the shop floor including self-inspection,

statistical process control and greater manufacturer/vendor relationships represents an

on-going process that must start early in the advanced manufacturing system.

Achieving a sound relationship between employee and part quality awareness is

essential. Worker participation and managing psychological characteristics towa¡ds

change (in this case technology) is the sørting point to any successful system

development (24). Future quality control hardware applications include vision sysæms

integrating robotics with part quality, along with sensing and other monitoring devices.

6.13 Material Handling Moving to the Forefront

A global problem facing both large and small plants is the efficient transport

of work-in process. Todays manufacturer must also address the movement of rnaterials

without defects caused from extensive labour/input, (such as dents, scratches, etc.)

unprotective cariers, and forKift contacl
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Automation of material handling and storage/rerieval functions have to a

large extent been left out of the manufacturing picture as indicated by survey findings

and recent indusry figures. In a typical factory environment, material is ha¡dled or

stored 90-957o of the time, while the remaining time is being used to produce the end

product (11). Efficient material handling today is of paramount importance for a cost-

effective plant operation, but is often overlooked. With manufacturers of ali sizes

attempting to reduce lot sizes and carry less work-in-process inventory, the abiliry of a

ItllH system to efficiently and effectively deliver smaller quantities of parts to

production areas is vital to the drive for low cost, quality production.

6 . 13 . 1 Material Handling Before the Robot

Because of the greater volume of work that larger manufacturers generally

process in welding, painting and assembly tasks, it is only logical to address a

universal problem of material handling before that of robotic processing for the small

MW&M sector firm. Smaller manufacturers tend to look upon the robot not as just

another machine, or tool, but as a device beyond their technical skills. They must,

however, be made aware that a robot is simply a handler of material that with the

addition of a tool can be used in process or part handling applications. Vy'e will discuss

integrating robotics into the logical model in the next section ofthe thesis.

6,13.2 Shop Floor Integration
Material handling systems must integrate with NC and manually operated

machinery, process areas, and storage centres to íncrease prduction up-time and help

cut factory costs (11). Future considerations of robotic installations must be kept in

mind when developing a central M/[I system. A robot may be inroduced into a

machining cell to handle part and tools locally, but must work with existing extemal

material handling devices. Integration stands on the premise that one introduction

cannot operate to its potential without regard to support systems previous to and

following that inroduction. From a simple hand cart and forklift to a comptuer

conrolled rail or conveyor system, and automated guided vehicles, managing the

Eanspon of parß and materials is key to the advanced manufacru¡ing system.

One must consider the different phases of work-in-process that have an

impact on mediums of material Fansport. From raw materials coming into the plant
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(sheets of steel, bar stock and semi-fïnished goods) through size reduction of
shea¡ed/formed and machined parts to transport through welding, painting and

assembly lines, material handling takes on many faces. Figure 27 shows how the

utilization of available transportation methods may be applicable on a local or plant-

wide basis.

Material handling systems should start with the establishment of
standardized carrying devices (racks, carts, boxes, sønds). This has an effect on:

materiaVpart defect reduction th¡ough greater proæction

increæed carrying flexibiïty
driving up plant throughput time by optimizing the number of pans handled

per square foot of plant

greater consideration of material surface classes by designated Eansport

fixtules

reduced setup times by having right materials/parts and tooling at

workstation on-time

morc organized shop floor.

The relationship between proposed material management methods ând

group technology cannot be neglected G'T esøblishes the basic framewo¡k for which a

plant will be laid out based on similarities in parts and processes. These similarities
generate the formation of workcells and process cenfes (16). Coordinating material

handling with the GT fremewo¡k will ensu¡e optimum in-process flow integrating

materials with production equipment at point of use.

Introduction of the computer offers a whole new means of monitoring and

scheduling the movement of product components. Real-time production and material

control becomes a greater reality. Depending on the size of a plant, and volume of
product flow, different methods of material movement can be used. Highly flexible

overhead rails utilizing unused space above the factory floor and automated guided

vehicles require computer assistance. But, the small manufacturer may focus initially

on simpler methods. Careful conrol over forklifts carrying standard carriers along

structured paths integrated with semi or automated conveyo¡s at points of operation

introduce greater material handling effectiveness.
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As a company grows and experiences greater work volumes, the required

steps into higher level computer-based systems can be made easier if the groundwork is
already established. Examples of integration between information and part handling
are:

i) GTA{C MachineryÀ4aterial Handling/Storage and Rerieval
2) CAPP/CT/Ba¡CodingMRP

3) GT/VCMachinery/Robotics

4) CAD/CAM/NC Machinery

5) CAD/CAM/CAPP/CT/Bar Coding/ MRP, Mic¡ocompurer-Based
Communications Network

ó) MRP/\Varehousing

These relationships can be better understood by studying Figure 34

displaying the logical model of integrated manufacturing step by step.

6.14 Entering Rohot Practic¡litv

The main thrust behind AMS technologies at the infomtation tnd purt

handling levels is the informational and process flexibility a computer and supporr

software, coupled with shop floor ha¡dware such as industrial robots offer to the user.

As changing ma¡kets result in greater frequency ofchanges driving down fhe product

life cycle, no longer does a manufacturer have the luxury of producing one part

repeatedly' year after year (36), Robotics offer a whole new level of flexibility and

consistant quality to a variety of production operations, with little more than re-

programming and change of the gripper (hand), new products can be acconrntodated.

The term "industrial robot" can be defîned as a simulator of human upper

body motion designed to move and process pa¡ts though programmable insructions

via a computer or local microprocessor (27).
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6.14.L Large Manufacturers Leading Robotic Application

The large MW&M producers with high volumes of machining, part

handling and process orientated tasks can justify similar reasoning between NC

machinery and robotic application. The stronger emphasis being placed on welding,

painting and assembly operations by today's larger factories changes the logical order

of int¡oduction for our plants. T¡ends led by the automaker's consolidation of

fabrication, painting and assembly operations has had a tremendous impact on robotic

application in these a¡eas. Survey figures of 257o,23%o and 2l7o in roboac welding,

painting and assembly respectively testifies to these new indus!ry di¡ections.

6,14.2 Robots: Just Another Machine

The robot represents a giant step to the small factory. Attitudes are still

frozen in the "that technology is beyond my means" syndrome. Today's ease of
progammrability right down to the worker level, coupled with fundamental tasks of part

and tool handling at a workcentre allows the robot to prove itself. Although the robot is

simply another automated machine, it's usually humanoid connotations cause it to be

considered differently from other machines.

Robots don't necessarily replace workers, but integate with them in either a

monitoring, programming, part loading/unloading and operating capacity. An

illustration of this is a welding cell made up of three wo¡kcentres fixturing automotive

axles in place. The ¡obot's working envelope or base rotation gives access to all th¡ee

fixtues. By having the operator fi¡st tackweld and then load each frxture with parts,

begin the robot's cycle and unload finished parts, while robotic welding is taking place

alternately at all three stations increases workcell productivity and consistent weldilg

quality. The inroduction of a robot into a small factory as a simple material handler by

an external consultant, or advisor would provide the manufacturer with a frst-hand

opportunity to wimess the potenrial benefits available. Although a fundamental mover

of parts and tools, the versatility of a robot can be inffeased dramatically through the

addition of production tools to the robot's gripper or hand,
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6,14.3 Robotics: Building New Technologies Step by Step

. Research and development into vision systems gives the robot a new

dimension of sight improving upon the spectrum of applications available to the factory

(38). Sensor technology also provides the ¡obot with the ability to sense part size and

local distances around its periphery of operation. As the learning process unfolds and a

greater spectrum of robotic performances and controls are achieved, a manufacturer

may choose to âdd systems such as vision and sensors to his tobot's capabilities.

Our survey shows that the inroduction of robotics into the Canadian

metalworking and machinery related industries occurred two steps befo¡e that of

material handling applications by the larger firms. Both steps were taken towards the

end of thei¡ present introduction of new technologies. Survey resuits supponed

industry experiences stating a lack of robot installation by smaller factories. New

manufacturing technologies are available to the small companies of Canada, but it is the

method by which they are introduced that will ultimately prove success. Treating each

ne\4, step of technological innovation the same as total system integration through a

building block approach helps:

spread capital costs out over a period of time

reduce the leaming effects of eåch step into new technologies

allow for system requirements to arise logically instead of forcing new

technologies upon the organization (i.e. intoduction of new technology will

bring dependent applications to the surface as time and knowledge

progresses)

control and monitor the performance of new applications over period of time

documenting impact on pe¡sonnel, market, quality, productivity and overall

operating costs

allows for further developments into automation to occttr before application

takes place

slowly changing worker mentaliry toward new ways of doing things.
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6.14.4 Net Effects of New Systems on Business

Figure 28 shows graphically the net effects of new systems on the

population sample surveyed. Our survey shows that productivity improvements

registered the highest percentage, 857¿, while customer service, reduced manufacturing

costs, and increased quality all shared equal representation of 75Vo. From these

numbers it is quite evident that new system technologies a¡e indeed having positive

affects on the entire company structue.

6. 15 Ontimizing Warehouse Control

Storage and retrieval functions within warehousing areas share an

importance with central and local material handling. Previously storagefetrieval and

material handling were put on the backbumer of a manufacturer's production strategies.

Today's emphasis on tight control over inventory levels and integration of

materialsþarts storage with the dynamics of small batch production demands a careful

look at quick and responsive warehouse management.

6.15.1 Efficient Storage/Retrieval

The full-blown automated storage/retrieval systems of the warehousing

environment that have received such high acclaim by the manufacturing industry in the

early 1980's a¡e not necessarily viable for all sizes of producers. Volume of stored

materials in smaller factories demands a slightly modified version of automated stacker-

c¡ane ha¡dware employed to access stored goods. As the Japanese success stories with

Just-In-Time Inventory concepts filter into the Canadian corpo¡ate culture, greater

emphasis is now being put on the role that efñcient storage/retrieval of work-in-process

and raw materials has on low cost production (28).

All of the manufacturers interviewed in preparation for this paper stressed

high priority on reducing lot sizes in an effon to cut work-in-process hventory leveis.

In order to achieve this, production flexibility must b€ attained, Integration of the

storage and retrieval of product components with material handling systems plays a

significant role in gaining that flexibility.
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6 .LS .2 Semi-Automated Storage/Retrieval

For the.smalle¡ manufacturer, a semi-automated storage/retrieval system

(S/AS/RS) represents the most practical step towards greater inventory control and

faster throughput times of products. Construction of modula¡ racking flexible enough

to sto¡e all parts and materials brings standardization to the warehouse area. The

microcomputer can be inroduced as a local data manager keeping track of structured

storage locations and the corresponding parts and materials. Setting up the database of

stock locations can be networked to the company's MRP system to give planners on-

line knowledge of what componens a¡e available and when stock levels reach re-order

points.

6 , 15 .3 The Warehouse Database Manager

The computer gives the operator a graphical display of storage locations to

increase the efficiency of retrieval upon the request of shop floor wo¡kcentres.

Management of in-plant warehousing via a S/AS/RS system gives the small factory the

following þositive featu¡es:

1) a shop floor tool aiding the operation of MRP system's management and

purchasing functions

2) reduce the chance of production slowdowns due to pan shortages

3) getting materials and parts into production faster

4) aiding finance in up-to-date information on inventory levels and transactions

5) increasing overall throughput time of product effecting customer service.

6.15.4 Maximizing Storage/Retrieval of Toolage

Efficient storage and retrieval of ñxtures and tools is also very important to

the flexible production environmenL The time it takes a fixture or tooling to be located,

handled and transported to a workcentre effects the downtime of production. The same

factors considered in a semi-automaæd storage/rerieval system for the warehouse sønd

true for fixture and tooling storage and retrieval.
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Vy'orkcenEe setup costs can be ¡educed by consolidating the location of

fîxtures and tooling both physically on the floor and in a cornmon computer database

combined with work packages being released to shop floor workcentres.. Through

CAPP, GT and MRP, greater control over storage and retrieval of fixtures/toolage will

reduce the time taken from process planning down to the shop floor workstation.

6,16 The Evolution of Communications Networking

Unlike individual applications of AMS discussed up to this point, factory

floor communications networking is a step by step process that must run parallel with

each new introduction of computer-assisted technology. The path of logical integration

from the organization to the factory floor cannot take place without a structured

communications link between top level computer databases, and shop floor devices and

microcomputers.

6.16.1 Two Different Cases of Communications Flow

.Two distinct a¡eas of data communications exist that must be understood as

a company surges ahead into unchanered technological \,vaters.

Global Communications Neworking linking all operating hardware, and

computers on the shop floor with va¡ious data management systems located

in the offices above

[¡cal-Area-Networking between groups of computer databases, automated

ha¡dwa¡e, and other computer-assisted tools either at the office and/or

factory levels.

To best illustrate the two phases of communications technology from a

praaical standpoint the following cases are presented:

1) ln the fust example, a factory producing indusrial fans has inroduced two

NC machining cells, robotic welding and painting areas, semi-automated

storage/retrieval system, and bar coding used to track in-process and signal

workcenEe operations. The Material Requirements Planning system must

2)



2)
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coürmunicate with the warehouse computer to update inventory conEol, and

with bar code readers to update location of parts and production schedules.

A local NC machine computer must access tool programs via CAD

wo¡kstations in engineering to run both machining cells. Part recognition

by bar code readers at each factory workstation utilize group technology

codes to link with robots on the floor and information management tasks in

the office (i.e. MRP and hocess Planning). The cenual computer database

of robotic programming located in the manufacturing department must

communicate with the controllers of the robots to ensure proper part

handling and processing. Factory floor microcomputers situated in the

foremen's offices used for word processing and real-time søtus of work-in-

process also must communicate actively with both engineering and

manufacturing departments to monitor the status of design and process

changes helping to ensure the right parts and processes are used.

Critical information between factory workstations and data management

systems in the office is communicated verticially between them. Utilizing

the microcomputer on the floor as a middleman between upper level

computer and automated hardware helps ease the process of

communications through direct integration between two computers, and

acting as an information buffer for operato¡s, and local NC and robotic

controllers.

In the second example, an automated workcell consisting of a 6 axis

handling robot, a 3 axis NC mill, a 3 axis NC lathe, coupled with a bar code

reader are linked with an incoming plant conveyor. For all components of

the cell to communicate in real-time between each other, the following

communications must b€ considered:

- conveyoñi must signal the ba¡ code reader of incoming parts

- bar code readers must signal rcbot controller via cell rnicrocomputer of
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what parts have arrived using GT codes to make sure the robot's

gripper opens a maximum distance for the part's shape

NC part prrcgrams must b€ accessed based on part identification

- the different proprietary processors of mills and lathes (i.e. difference

machine vendors) must be communicated with via the cell's

microcomputer to ensttre proper op€ration is executed.

Because of the wide spectn¡m of technology vendors, and their types of

proprietary controls (ba¡ code reader, robot, mill, lathe are all f¡om different vendors),

communications via computer software between each device is quite diffltcult. In order

for the workcell's devices to integrate physically together, datâ must be transfe¡red to

one another to achieve outlined production. Information is passed horizontally as

opposed to the vertical flow of data illustrated in the previous example. Figure 29

displays a flexible manufacturing cell containing a variety of automated devices

requiring a real-time local-a¡ea communications network as depicted in Case 2. A
global communicarions network as outlined in Case 1 is schematically shown in Fig.

31.

6.16 .2 Local Area Networking At The Factory Floor Level

As the logical model of integrated manufacturing progresses through

information handling systems and into factory automation, open looped vertical

communications will have to b€ instituted flrst to ensure each step into the advanced

manufacturing system is supported by dependent databases. The emphasis on

application of factory automation (NC, Robotics, AGV's) by larger manufacturers to-

date as supported by our suwey has caused considerable development in standard

factory communications netwo¡king. As the number of automation vendors grow,

increasing problems with attempting to link a variety of proprietary rules used by each

vendor in thei¡ machine controls has arisen. General Motors, a large investor in factory

automation found themselves facing this communication problem (2). Over the past six

years, GM has made inroads into factory communications ne$.vorking through a

standa¡d system called Manufacturing Automation Protocol, or MAP. What MAP has

done is raise the awareness of equipment vendo¡s about the communications problem
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and establish an open forum for all industry to participate in Fying to achieve a standard

networking system for all.

6.16.3 The Logical Model Changing the Emphasis of Standardizing

Fâctory Communication

The logical order to integrated manufacturing being presented changes the

emphasis on initial factory communications networking. Introductions into computer-

assisted applications such as MIS, CAD, MRP, CAPP and GT fust puts the onus on

communications between computers, and not a variety of proprietory automated

hardwa¡e devices. Establishing an office local-a¡ea-network b€tween the databases of

finance, engineering and manufacturing departments need to be addressed early in the

integration process. Innovations into computer networking softwa¡e eases this phase

of the communications process as opposed to various proprietary hardware devices.

Adopting factory automation afte¡ information management tasks are transferred into

the organization, gives the manufactu¡er time to take advantage of the ever-growing

developments into standardizing factory local area-neworking making the eventual task

much easier.

Suwey figures showed a surprisingly equal applications of factory and

offrce netwo¡king by the large manufacnuing group, while a greater emphasis on office

level communications is being adopted by smaller companies because of the earlier

infoduction of computer-assisted information management systems.

6.16.4 Attributes of a Communications Network

The attributes of a communications network are presented to better

unde¡stand the applicabiliry of a network to the office and factory environments. A

sEucn¡red communications network relies on three imponant factors:

1) CommunicationsMedium

2) Method of Transmission

3) PhysicalConfiguration
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FIGURE 29
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6.16,4.1 The Medium

Mediums used for communications networking are baseband, broadband

and fibre optics. The choice of which medium depends on the operating envi¡onment.

Baseband systems employ a single channel for all users. A b¡oadband system, on the

other hand, has multiple channels over the same cable. Fibreoptics is a broadband

system which can travel over greater distances and withstand worse operating

conditions, but is still in the development stages fum a practical usage viewpoint. .

6,16 ,4,2 Method of Transmission

The methods of Eansmission represent how rapidly messages are sent to

various computer databases or factory floor workcentres. Token passing and carrier

sense multiple access/collision (CSMA/C) designate the two methods of ransporting

information. Token passing can handle a heavy communications traffic, while the

CSMA"/C method cannot (4).

6.16.4,3 The Physical Layout

The physical configuration of a communication network should try and

reproduce the nework of computers or automated equipment being employed. Ring,

Sta¡ and Bus configurations designate patterns by which data can be ransmitted. In a

ring network, as signals must be passed sequentially to each station on the network,

this slows down the time it râkes to get a station requiring access to the network, but

situated towa¡ds the end of the ring. A star configuration depends on a cenffil station

fo¡ all information to pass through before moving to the designed receiver slowing

down i¡formational flow. The bus network is designated simila¡ to a fish diagram as

shown in Figure 30 where each station is a branch off the main line connecting all areas

to the network. Such a layout allows for each station to quickly access or transmit

i¡formation along the network.

6.16.5 Choosing The Right Network For The Working Environment

The d¡ive for real-time communications in the factory, heavy traffic flow,

and the number of short, quick messages on the network demands a broadband token-
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bus network to be used in the dynamic production envi¡onment of the factory. tlcal-
a¡ea-networks in the office depend less on ¡eal-time information flow and a reduced

frequency of messages being transmitted means a baseband CSMA/CD networking

scheme can be used. Figure 30 shows three possible configurations of a network

layout, while Figure 31 graphically details a practical communications network

integrating information handling systems in the office with factory floor

microcomputers and automated devices.

6,t7 The Microcomputer Evolution

As the evolution of communications technology progresses with each step

into the logical model to integrated manufacturing, so does the microcomputer. The

hardworking members of the computer world provide a powerful information

management tool for the factory. From coordinating NC machine cells to bar coding,

and wa¡ehousing, as well as robotic instaüations, the microcompute¡ introduces a

whole new medium to real-time monitoring, processing, and feedback of machines,

personnel and in-process parts in the plant.

Due to the low cost of micros, (a complete system costs between $4000 to

$10000), high performance capabilities and flexibility, tomorow's world of factory

automation cannot be envisioned without this new breed of personal equipment (21).

Our suwey addresses the areas of potential microcomputer applications on the shop

floor in an effort to document their influx into the Canadian MW&M industry. Figures

32 nd 33 detail the differences between today's presence of the microcomputer in

Canadian indusrry to that of the logical model of integrated manufacturing proposed in

this thesis.

6.17.1 Results of Factory Floor Use

From an analysis of the model shown in Exhibit 37, the following imponant

poinß are presented:

equal representation of CNC microcomputer programming and NC/CNC

machinery application on behalf of large manufacturers, although a 5 year

gap exists between the two. This reveals the maturity of NC machinery
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versus the microcomputer

- large proportion of respondents claiming application of word processing

using the microcomputer as an excellent timesaver for production

supervisors generating documentation of daily problems, etc.

- earlier introduction of microcomputer usage for quality conrol applications

than that of automated Q.C. hardware showing the computer is an excellent

medium for running on-line defect/scrap reporting to enable quicker

correction to problem partsþrocesses

- equal representation of factory communications networking, and

employment of the microcomputer for this purpose. Tomorrow's

communications technology in the plant requires the microcomputer's

assista.nce to quickly and effectively ransmit and acquire importa.nt data

- smaller percentage of large manufacturers utilizing the micro as a cell

controller for NC machines, robots, C.M.M., etc. as compared to that of
actual application of these machines. This suppons the observation that

there is a lack of group technology being utilized on the shop floor.

- clear domination of microcomputer use on factory floor by larger

manufacturers supporting previous factory hardware results.

The growth in personal or microcomputer has brought a whole new

perspective to a small manufacnre¡'s abiÏty to cost-effectively manage funue factory

installations, as well as information systems in their engineering and management

departrnents (CAD/CAM, CAPP, CAE, GT, Finance and Sales). It is important that

the application of an AMS technology in the factory be supported by a microcomputer

with multi-user capabilities, meanirig that more than one factory automation function

may be managed using just one microcomputer workstation.
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FIGURE 30
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FIGURE 31

LOGICAL TNTEGRATEÈ COMPUTÊR NE.TWORK"
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FIGUP,E J2

PRESENT DAY FACTORY FLOOR MICROCOMPUTER
MODET OF APPLICATION

LARGE MANUFACTURER

USAGE APPLICAITON YEAR ORDER

88% CNCPROGRAMMING 1982 1

65OÂ WORD PROCESSING 1983 2

38% OUALITY CONTROL 1984 2.5
sPc ( DEFECT REPORTNG /

c,M.M, / VTSTON )

28% PART ROUTING / SCHEDULING 1984 3
OFOER PROCESSING / TRACKING

BILL OF MATERIAL / INVENTORY CONTROL

24V. FACTORY COMMUNICATIONS 1984 4
DATA ACOUISITION

2V/o CELLCONTROLLER 1985 5
(NC tulACHrNE, ROBOTTCS, C.M.M. )

15'A MATERIAL HANDLING 1986 6
STORAGE / RETRIEVAL

MEDIUM MANUFACTURER SMALL MANUFACTURER

USAGE APPLICAITON YEAR ORDER USAGE APPLICAITON YEAR ORDER

2g'/. WORD PROCESSING 1 983 1 42% CNC PROGFAMMING '1 984 1

37% CNC PROCESSING 1984 t,5 35% WOFD PFOC€SS|NG 1984 1.5

32% QUALITY CONTFOL 1985 2 25% INVENTROY CONTFOL 1985 2
BILL OF MATERIAL

18vo INVENTOFY CONTFOL 1986 3 15% QUALITY CONTFOL 1985 3
BILL OF MATER¡AL

15% PART ROUT1NG / 1987 4 10% PAFT ROUTING / 1986 4
SCHEDUUNG SOTEDUUNG

OROER PROCESSING / OROER PROCESSING /
TRACKING

8% CELLCONIFOLLER 1987 5

TRACK]NG

NOTËì POSITIVE SIGNS REVEALED BY CLOSE RELATION

BETWEEN BOM / INVENTORY SHARING MRP FUNCTIONS,
AND SIMILARIÎES BETWEEN OROER TRACKING AND
PAÊT ROUTINO.
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FI6URE 33
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6. 18 Sensors Meet The Producti

. Sensors parallel communicarions networking on the shop floor by assisting

the tra¡sfe¡ of vital information between workcentres..

Sensors form an in-process middle ground for monitoring, diagnosing, and

identifying, parts and processes in the factory. With the aid of a microcomputer,

sensors can drive a wide spectrum of factory applications. Information gained from

such applications can be used to d¡ive shop floor and office data management systems.

Tactile sensors used in checking the dimension of machined holes can feedback data on

the accuracy of NC machine programs. Strain gauges attached to a robot's gripper

sense the speed of the robot's arm with respect to its peripheral operating envi¡onment

allowing for robotic programming changes. Optical sensors used on pallet Eansfer

stations can signal the arrival or departure of parts updating production control

functions relating to the status of work-in-process. Even simple force-torque sensors

can have an effect on such applications as the placement of fasteners and torquing of

gears. The list goes on, but the important fact is that applicable sensory tasks be

integrated with in factory automation to atøin positive feedback results. Whether it be

for supponing the company's MRP system, quality control procedures or preventative

maintenance programs, reliable sensor technology can be very usefrrl even for the small

manufachrer to use (31).

6.19 The Logical Route to rntegrated Manufacturing

Moving into the unknown world of new technologies is a difficult step for

Canada's small manufacturers, Where to start fi¡st is often the question asked,

Presenting a logical model to follow towards integrated manufacturing may help guide

the small company through the quagmire of technological buzzwords, (FMS, CIM) and

the diverse scope of computer-assisted i¡fonnation and pan handling systems available

to them.

Most important to the manufacturer is that the proper planning steps be

taken when considering new technologies. The logical model presented in this paper
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has not only followed a specified sequence of steps towards the advanced

manufacturing system, but laid out the groundwork involved in implementing a new

application.

6 . 19 . 1 Bring On Information Handling First

Adapting automated information handling frst before factory automation

presents a new sequence of applications for tomorrow's manufacruring organization.

Top management support and awareness is critical to âny new application of

technology. lnroducing the computer to this level first not only automates the heavy

paper pushing typically done, but opens the eyes of managers to the powerful tooi a

computer represents.

Establishing a framework of structu¡ed data for use by engineering and

manufacturing related deparnnents using the computer, transfers technology into the

worþlace in a step by step fashion. Building upon each intoduction strengthens the

leaming process of each employee as systems integration progresses through the office

into the factory. From a corporate standpoint, introducing office automation through

management information systems, computer-aided design and process planning to

material requirements planning and group technology has a significant impact on

company profitability and competitiveness. (See Figure 34 for Illusration of Logical

Model to Integrated Manufacturin g).

6.19 .2 Factory Automation Building Upon Information Systems

Factory automation introduces machinery and other ha¡dware devices to a

manufactu¡er's system gowth. Utilizing available information management systems

introduces bar code and NC machine technology to the production environment.

Tackling coÍrmon problem areas of material handling breaks open plant-wide

efficiency, while phasing in ¡obotics to p¡ocess orientated øsks gives the small

manufacturer a whole new outlook on fundamental technological capabilities.

Microcomputer-based communications networking weaves a web through the new

factory making sure real-time production becomes a reality.
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Advanced manufacturing technologies are not for everyone, but proper

planning for them in a logical sequence will inevitably determine the diffe¡ence berween

Canadian success o¡ failu¡e on the global manufacturing front.
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FIGURE 34
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CONCIIJSIOì{

The Advanced Manufacturing Systems suwey sampled Canada's largest

user base of automation, the machine and metalworking industry. Results of the

suwey have helped develop an original snapshot of our nation's sequential adaptation

of new manufacturing technologies. Industry has stated that the proper sequence to

systems integration is what holds back Canada's application of new technologies.

Using the suwey's results of Canada's adaptation of new technologies as a benchmark,

a logical model to integrated manufacturing is proposed that will assist manufactu¡er's

transfer of technology into their organizations.

1.I Summarv of Survev Results

Larger manufacture¡s we¡e found to be the more experienced users of

Advanced Manufacturing Technologres averaging 11 inroductions, while medi"m and

small ñrrns indicated 7 and 4 technological applications respectively. From the th¡ee

models established, it is clear that computer-assisted information handling usks (CAD,

CAPP, MRP) have been employed at an ea¡lier rate by the smaller less experienced

users of available technology. This result can be contributed to the cur¡ent

developments of computer hardwa¡e and softwa¡e's performance capabilities and user-

f¡iendliness. The suwey has shown us that the smaller manufacturer has inroduced

information handling tasks more recently, t¡king advantage of the computer evolution.

Management Information Systems and NC machine technology share the number one

and two position of each present group's sequential model. The application of

NC/CNC machine technology initially by all sizes of the survey respondents can be

contributed to two reasons. The fi¡st being the emphasis that all machinery and

metalworking industries put on machining operations. The second being the early and

on-going development of NC technology, (1960's), having an effect on the ease of

application for the user, Interestingly enough, the fundamental concept of group

technology for moving information management systems from the office into the

factory, has been all but neglected by everyone of the 75 out of 1000 survey

respondents. It is difficult to reason why Canadian manufactu¡ers have not adopted
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group technology into their production facilities. One proposal is possibly the lack of

emphasis industry media has put on group technology. The fundamental concept

which utilizes plant layout practices and process planning is an important link between

initial computer-assisted information management tasks, and factory automation.

Future AMS proposals include an initial push into computer-aided-design

by both small and medium firms, coupled with new emphasis on robotics and vision

systems. Group Technology only registered in future proposals by the larger industrial

group of respondents.

Flexibility, a main attribute of new technologies plays a major role in

adapting to market changes, increasing throughput time of new jobs, providing $eater

total quality, faster setup times, and improved customer service while enhancing the

abilities of personnel. Management must appreciate the significance of flexibiÏty in

acquiring future growth and competitive market levels, while shedding historical

concerns dedicated strictly to reduction in labour costs. The decentralization Eend of

individual production operations by larger manufacturen emphasizing ñnal preparation

and assembly of end-products will continue to put more pressue on Canada's smaller

factories. A practical model to technology application is needed to help the small

manufacturer to attain a long-term manufacturing success.

7.2
The model proposed by the author focuses initially on organization and

standardization of information handling tasks at the management level. Company

departments often find themselves using different systems (finance, engineering and

manufacturing) regarding crucial areas such as costing, bills of materials and

product/process co¡relation leading to bottlenecks i¡ the a¡rival of new jobs in the

organization. Introducing the computer into these company functions establishes a

common language between them and increases the productivity and quality of

information management. Many of today's manufacturing technologies and techniques

are simply a logical progression of fundamental concepts. One example is group

technology which expands upon traditional plant layout techniques linking 5imil¿¡'l¡isg
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in process plans with the physical layout of the factory, A second example is Material

Requirements Planning, or MRP, combining scheduling, inventory control, and bills of

mate¡ials functions in a common computer database. The above two examples illustrate

that technologies are available to even the smallest of firms, but human interaction is

essential to nelv systems.

Once logical steps of informalion systems are under control, one may plan

for factory automation, The n¡les a¡e the same, but a variety of automated devices enter

the picture. Building upon data management programs such ari group technology and

computer-aided design, hardware applications of ba¡ code readers and NC machinery

designate the logical progression. Rules of organization and standardization hold rue

for the plant envi¡onment as like the office, as attempts to opdmize production flow and

quality are striven for similar to that of information flow at management levels,

7,3 The Microcomnuter's Role in T omffIogls---ÁdJåxled
Manufacturing System

The realm of the microcomputer's use on the factory floor is diverse, and

without considerable planning into its application paralling other new production

technologies A slow growth in Canada's manufacturing competitiveness will result.

Suwey results reveal that domination of large manufacture¡'s application of NC

pro$amming, word processing, quality conuol and shop floor conuol functions (order

uacking, inventory conrol, and bills of materials). The microcomputer will in the

futu¡e act as a communications medium of programming, quality information, design

and process cþanges, part routings, equipment diagnostics and parts availability that

shop floor personnel can act on and managers can react to responsively.

In conclusion, Canadian manufacturers of all sizes are making a dent in

technology's armour as the survey results have indicated but without a well-

documented framework of system integration into our many in-experienced

manufacturing facilities defined by ttre Logical Modelof Integrated Manufacturing, our

1.4
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nation's economy may fall closer towards a service-ddven economy. Manufacturing is

important to jobs, our intellectual assets including the area of academia, and an enti¡e

business entity. It is hoped that the proposals put forward here would assist Ca¡adian

i¡dustries in better adopting and inuoducing new technologies for their insu¡ed success

in the worid mækeçlace.
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